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Sky lab 2 ends mission
ABOARD USS NEW ORLEANS
(AP) - The men of Sky Lib 2 returned lo
earth yesterday (rom history's longest
space mission, a M'p.lav scientific
odyssey
They splashed down safely in the
Pacific Ocean after a voyage of more
than 24 million miles.
Astronauts Alan L Bean. Jack R
Lousma and Owen K Garriott guided
their
partially crippled
Apollo
command ship to a Pacific landing 22S
miles southwest of San Diego. Calif
THE SPLASHDOWN came 3'i hours
after the astronauts boarded their
Apollo command ship and left the
Skylab space station that had been
their home since July 28
"We unlocked on time and we re
moving away.'' said Bean as the Apollo
craft move*1 ..ee of the large space
station at 3:50p.m EDT
"Seems like we're leaving home,
said Lousma
"Its a beautiful sight." Bean said of

the Skylab space station
He said there were red. gold, yellow
and blue lights shining on it and the big
craft "looks like a Christmas tree We
see stars in the background "
"SOUNDS PRETTY." said Mission
Control "You guys sound like you're
sad to be leaving.''
The astronauts finished the complex
job of loading the Apollo craft and
closing up ihe space station early
Tuesday morning
"It came off just right."' said Bean
after the Skylab hatch was closed,
isolating the men inside the Apollo
cralt
Packed aboard the Apollo craft is a
record harvest of scientific information about the sun. the earth and man
himself
Postsplashdown plans call for the
astronauts to remain aboard the
command module until the craft is
hauled aboard the prime recovery ship,
the USS New Orleans
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Doctors fear that because of their
long stay in space the astronauts may
be too unsteady to be plucked from the
water by helicopter as were the crews
of the Apollo moon missions
Space physicians said the men of
Skylab 2 have fully adapted to living
in the weightlessness of space and may
need weeks to readapt to the gravity o!
earth
"We're going to see a very unsteady
crew once they get up on their feet,''
said Dr Royce Hawkins, chief of the
astronauts' doctors "They're going to
have to take it slow.''
Doctors said the astronauts reached
a plateau of space adaptation never
before achieved.
Muscles, including the heart, which
do not have to labor against the tug of
gravity, decondition in weightlessness,
melting away from the lack of work
Hawkins said deconditioning among
Ihe Skylab 2 astronauts continued until
about the 39th day of their mission
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Future of gynecological service
vague due to understaffing
The fate of gyecological services at
the University Medical Center remains
uncertain
Last year, the University contracted
with the Medical College of Toledo for
two part-tune gynecologists. Dr
Richard H h.ikin vice provost for student affairs, said

This year, however, the obstetrics
gynecology department at the medical
college is understaffed. Dr Kakin said,
and is unable to provide services for
the University for fall quarter
[)r Kakin added that the college's
obstelrics-gynecology department considers Bowling Green lo be "high

priority " They are in the process of
adding to their staff, he said, and hope
lo be able to make arrangements for a
gynecologist in January
The gynecologists treated about 15-20
women per clinic last year. Dr Kakin
said, and clinics were held twice a
week There also was "something of a
backlog' at the end of the year, he
said
Dr. Kakin admitted that gynecolological services were especially
important this year because of the
large number of freshmen women
entering school
"We have begun to investigate other
possibilities for services for fall quarter. " he said. "We are in contact with
other physicians and hope to have
something definite within the next two
weeks."

Up, up
and away

That* magnificent men in their flying machine engineoied Monday's "Groat
Bowling Groan Balloon Ascension" from Sterling Farm. Manning Noel's Ark
were Dr. James Grey and James Bkk from Defiance College Their flight was
part of the orientation activities.

Anti-Agnew evidence set...

4

Neweaheto by Oene J. Puekar
Instead of eliminating greek houses, the University undertook
a summer-long protect to renovate the small housing units.
Lee CoNins, a painter from Toledo, gets another bucket ready
to slop on the wows of the Doha Gamma sorority house.

WASHINGTON (AIM - The Justice
Department announced yesterday that
it will present its evidence against Vice
President Spiro T Agnew tomorrow to
a federal grand jury investigating allegations of political corruption in
Maryland
The announcement, made by Atty.
Gen. Elliot L. Richardson, said the
action came after private negotiations
with Agnew and his lawyers broke
down.
"The Department of Justice agreed
to participate in these meetings in
response to a request by the vice president's counsel to discuss procedural
aspects of the case and options
available to the vice president."
Richardson said in a 200-word prepared
statement
RICHARDSON SAID he chose that
course in the hopes that such
negotiations might have avoided i
'nt ully serious constitutional pr>
iis
from a grand jury probe.
Although Richardson was not
specific, he apparently meant the question of whether a vice president can be
indicted before he is impeached.
However. Richardson left open the
question of whether the grand jury,
which is sitting in Baltimore, would be
working toward an indictment.
Richardson's statement said the

grand jury would be used "as an
investigative body
whose role, as
representative of the community, is lo
insure the fairness of the investigative
process."
THE GRAND JURY'S investigative
function is considered somewhat distinct from its role of returning indictments.
Richardson's announcement capped
a day of heavy activity related to the
Agnew investigation.
During the morning, Richardson and
Aast. Atty. Gen. Henry Petersen met
for JO minutes with President Nixon to

WASHINGTON (API - President
Nixon reported yesterday the Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew personally
denied to him that he was guilty of any
wrongdoing
Nixon asked the American people
"to accord the vice president the basic,
decent consideration of presumption of
innocence that are both his right and
his due."
Nixon's statement came shortly
after it was announced that Agnew had
asked the House of Representatives to

greek houses get improved looks

Weather
Partly rloedy aaa warm tbroagh
tomorrow with a chaacc ei
afleraeea and ■ igkttime
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the lew to mid M* High today «"e
tomorrow la the low to mid ws.

extensive renovation of both structural
and internal design, according to
Fayetta Paulsen, associate dean of
students.
Included in the work was installation
of carpeting, new wiring, new
plumbing and bathroom modifications.
The remodeling program is the last
phase of a multi-million dollar
improvement program approved in
1972 by the University Board of
Trustees and University President
Hollis A. Moore Jr
"This is just another part of the work
that began with the dormitories
earlier." Paulsen said.
She said renovation of the greek
houses was necessary because they had

MEANWHILE, Agnew met with
House Speaker Carl Albert amid hints
he might be seeking some sort of
House action as a forum to plead his
case. Any impeachment proceedings
would have to start in the House.
The hint came from House

Republican Leader Gerald R Ford of
Michigan, who spoke to reporters after
conferring with President Nixon.
The vice president's office said
Agnew has cancelled an appearance
today before the All-State Insurance
Executives Conference at Pebble
Beach. Calif
An Agnew spokesman said she has no
knowledge of why the cancellation was
made
BUT THE spokesman said Agnew
will meet an obligation to appear at the
National Federation of Republican
Women Saturday in Los Angeles.

...but Nixon backs him

Remodeling project nears completion;
Work is nearing completion on a $1.9
million renovation project for oncampus greek houses with most houses
requiring only work on kitchen and
dining room areas before becoming
fully operational
All 20 units have undergone

brief him on the probe. That was
followed by a meeting of an hour and 15
minutes between Nixon and Agnew.
The meetings were announced by
Deputy White House Press Secretary
Gerald L. Warren, who said that "the
President did not ask the vice president to resign."

received little major care for many
years.

but the dining rooms and kitchens are
still unfinished "

"They haven't been touched for
about 20 years, with no changes or
repairs." Paulsen said. "The plumbing
in many was either out of date or out of
commission "

She estimated that those areas would
be completed within two weeks. Until
then, she said, the 400-500 students
affected will eat in University dining
halls.

Rewiring the houses' electrical systems was necessary because of safety
considerations, she added
"The time had come that the houses
either had to be fixed or not lived in."
she said.
Kitchen and dining areas are the only
major unfinished areas, Paulsen said.
"The sleeping areas in the houses
are complete, as are the bathrooms.

University Architect Richard F.
Brown said it is difficult to predict
exactly when the work would draw to a
close, but agreed that the two-week
estimate is close.
"I think there are going to be some
odds and ends that won't exactly be
spit-and-polished for a while, but right
now we're interested in just getting
things working," Brown said.

undertake a full inquiry into charges
made against him in an investigation of
political corruption in Maryland
AGNEW'S REQUEST was in the
form of a letter to House Speaker Carl
Albert and was read in the House after
the vice president had conferred for
more than an hour with the speaker
and other key House members,
including the chairman and senior
Republican member of the House Judiciary Committee.
Agnew s letter did not ask that
impeachment proceedings as such be
instituted.
Agnew said he was making the
request in the dual interest of preserving the constitutional status of his
office and of personal vindication from
what he said were accusations that he
had committed impeachable offenses

AGNEW SAID he had been advised
by counsel that the Constitution bars
criminal proceedings against a president or vice president while they are in
office, and that therefore he could not
look to such proceedings as an opportunity to clear himself
In his letter. Agnew said because of
the widespread leaks in newspapers in
his case he doubted the investigation of
the grand jury would be fair.
"Unfortunately, the source of these
leaks in many instances can only have
been the prosecutors themselves." he
wrote.
Agnew said he would turn over to the
House all the records that he has
already made available to the Justice
Department
"I HAVE NOTHING to hide." he
said. "I am confident I shall be
vindicated by the House "

He's here
UEU, you SEE,
WHAT

you
MBAN,
SCOT'

DO

I JUST HAPPEN
TO HAVE TUX)
TICKETS TO THE
JEB MA6KUDER

i CONCERT.
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Moot Zonker, Craiy Alice, B.D..
and Mike Doonesbury himself
Creator Garry Trudeau offers a
refreshing change from the
everyday comic strips and gives
readers a chance to
see
themselves in some of his
characters. A feature of the
Universal
Press Syndicate,
Doonesbury will be presented
daily in the News. See page 10
and meet the gang.
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help the cause
"Don't just talk -help' "
That's one of the slogans for this year's Crusade of Mercy
campaign, launched by the United Appeal and sponsored by the
Student Body Organization (SBO)
If you're tired of being bothered by appeals from a number of
small charities, but still would like to donate your fair share to a
worthwhile cause, the Crusade of Mercy drive is the answer.
The united campaign benefits everyone in the community: the
contributor, the participating agencies, the volunteer workers,
and the people who use the services.
And the benefits are many:
--Assures that the money contributed will go where it is most
needed.
-Assures that the money is not going into high overhead and
campaign expenses.
-Saves time and energy of volunteers, enabling them to
concentrate on on*' major effort instead of many campaigns;
-Brings new agencies into being to provide unmet needs;
-Assures that efficiently administered and professionally
sound agencies are available to offer services when and where
they are needed.
Dennis (irady. SBO coordinator for state and community
affairs and the University's campaign organizer, said this is the
first year the campaign has been seeking contributions from the
student body as a whole.
The goal is $1,000- certainly not unreasonable for a campus
with over 15.000 students
Also, local agencies used by University students, such as
Karma and Crisis I'honc. will benefit
So don't just talk about chanties. Do something about them.
Cannisters with the red. white and blue Crusade of Mercy
stickers will be placed in the Union and at other points on
campus.
Be able to say "I gave my fair share '

student co-op
It's that time of year again when students are lining up at casn
registers to spend anywhere up to $80 for textbooks.
But it doesn't have to be that way.
As most students know, the BG Student Co-op in the Centrex
Bldg. provides an alternative to the usual sky-high textbook
prices.
I'm those who aren't familiar with or haven't taken advantage
of the student operation, it provides a place for persons to sell
books at higher prices, thus allowing them to receive more
money than if they were to sell them elsewhere.
In turn, co-op members also can buy books for less.
End result: everyone gets a better deal.
A SI membership allows anyone to use the co-op's services for
as long as that person is associated with the University.
We urge everyone to take advantage of the co-op, whether
they're interested in purchasing cheaper books or cheaper
albums and handicrafts.
At the beginning of each quarter, students constantly gripe
about the high cost of books
The co-op can help put an end to the complaining-but only if
you give it your support.
Remember a dollar saved at the co-op is an extra dollar in
your pocket
Who could pass up such a deal?

THe BG news

the eight hour grind
day, 4.9 million could be absent from
work.
Blue-collar workers failed to show up
57"; more often than white collars
Women were damned as "highly
unreliable." their absent rate being
36% higher than that of men. Not
surprisingly, young workers "goofed
off" more than older workers.

By Harriet Vat
NEW YORK,
NY - Every
man has his own
private notion of
hell Mine would
be a full-time job
in a factory,
twisting the same
tiresome bolts
eight hours a day,
with noise, heat
and glare all at
torture level.
When I think of factory labor I see
Charlie Chaplin going gracefully
berserk under the great grinding
wheels of "Modern Times." I see the
girls at the Triangle Shirtwaist Co.-a
miserable sweatshop-leaping from the
flames trying to save their lives.
From some recess of the mind
comes back Mrs. Browning's scream
against child labor ("Do you hear the
children weeping. O my brothers' )
and the bitter stories of the cotton
mills in New England, where Italian
immigrants became slave labor.
The labor that earned the loaf of
bread has been bloody hard under
American capitalism. In the late 19th
century, the Working Women's
Protective League reported that New
York's "sewing girls" worked from 7
a.m. to 6 p.m.. six days a week, for 16 a
week. In England, conditions were said
to have been far worse
When you view labor's rise from
barbarous servitude in wretched mill
towns to well-oiled conventions amid
the sybaritic splendors of Miami
Beach, you realize that the workers of
the world had to unite or perish.
THIS 18 WHY I cannot join in the
snide remarks directed at the Chrysler
workers who struck recently for an end
to forced overtime and better pensions
Having long since attained a decent
wage, workers now wish to control
their leisure time and to grow old with
a few less quaking fears
"What do they want, the world?"
sniffed a lady who has polite apoplexy
every time she hears the words
"minimum wage."
Not the world, but a greater sense of
belonging to the world, one would have
to say.
In recent years there has been much
concern-particularly in political
circles-over the "alienation" of the
American worker. "Blue-collar blues"
are blamed for the high rate of
absenteeism in industry. On a given

THIS DISENCHANTMENT with the
assembly line-or the typing pool or
diet kitchen inevitably led to poorquality work and occasionally to
sabotage.
The psychologists enlisted in the
effort to make workers happy and
productive naturally ascribed
absenteeism to deeper cause: a loss of
dignity, too many hours on their feet,
unappreciative foremen.
And
alienation Nobody mentioned troubles
at borne, lack of education or poor
health
A HEW study. "Work in America."
recently reported that middle-management employees were becoming just
as restless as the factory hands. The
study recommended
self renewal
programs," presumably hobby shops,
study courses and an Involvement in

'

the arts.

If the agreement ending the Chrysler
walkout sets a pattern, we shall see
more workers refusing to put in
overtime at jobs they dislike. And who.
one wonders, could possibly like the
grubby business of assembling an
automobile''
The Chrysler pact, with its modest
5% pay raise, "30 and out" pension
(full benefits after 30 years) and
greatly reduced overtime may be a
new Magna Charta for labor
AT LEAST it restores a certain
freedom of choice to the worker; it
acknowledges his right to quit at the
end of a normal day
The HEW study stresses the need of
workers to participate in company or
shop decisions It also reports that the
"work ethic" is not dead, that work
remains a basic human need,
recognized by young and old. black and
white and by the dull as well as the
clever
A few enlightened corporations have
sought ways to keep workers
contented.
Xerox, for example, gives employees
tune off to engage in community

volunteer work Sometimes a full
year's leave will be granted for such
projects General Foods pays its more
versatile workers for the number of
different jobs they can perform
The life of an ordinary worker is still
far from voluptuous, however A Ralph
Nader study group report ("Bitter
Wages") says that 50 fatalities occur
every day on the job, and 6,000 injuries
AT LEAST 100.000 workers die jobrelated deaths every year And some
400.000 suffer from black lung,
silicosis. mercury poisoning and other
painful ailments. Nader blames both
management and unions for this stale
of affairs.
"Union leaders, with their swollen
treasuries and shrunken imaginations.
have almost uniformly failed to equip
their staffs with the skills to detect the
full range of job hazards "be writes.
Standing accused, too. is the U.S.
Labor Department, for collusion with
industry, and for not enforcing safety
standards
Now that compulsory
overtime has been found obsolete,
perhaps labor will set about the
important business of making their
places of labor safe for human beings

H

£!l TO RA,SE THE PR,CE OF GAS so I CAN AFFORD GROCERIES IN ORDER TO STAY ALIVE
TO Sill YOU THE GASOLINE TO GET YOU TO THE SUPEMNARKIT TO BE TAK& TO THE
CLEANERS!'

goldwater's decency
By Garry Wills
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'get involved," says
student president
To all new
students:
By this lime
you are probably
tired of hearing
about what you
should or should
not do at Hi; and
are ready to begin
classes But there
is one point which
I would like to
emphasize to you again because it
should be of central concern to you
Many of you will not complete your
years at Bowling Green lor a variety of
reasons But through my experience
one demonstrated way to fail is by a
lack of motivation
I'm saying that one ol your biggest
enemies it apathy. You can make
BGSI the greatest tune of your life If
you get involved and try to help the
university and yourself or you can sit
in your residence hall and complain.

The former takes desire and
initiative while the latter takes
nothing
GO OUT AND take an objective look
at the Greek system, participate in the
intramural program, contact us if you
are interested In being on university
committees or SBO boards, take the
time to get to know some professors on
a friendly basis, check out the theatre
program or any other interest you may
have and want to pursue
Somewhere. UJere Is a group that
probably has the same interest as you,
no matter how diverse but you must
take a little time to find them.
The challenge is before you to enjoy
the resources of a major university at
virtually no extra cost Woo knows, it
might even make you a better person.
BUI Arnold.
Student Body President

I have a deep
residual admiration for Barry
Goldwater. He is
the last man since
Adlai Stevenson
to run for the
presidency without losing hishold
on the basic
decencies.
Even Eisenhower, who knew a hard
tactical necessity when he saw one.
embraced Senator Jenner and deferred
to Senator McCarthy, though his own
deepest personal debt (to General
Marshall) was at stake.
"Mr Decency" himself not only
torpedoed Tom Kaglelon- a thoroughly
understandable act He then tried to
pretend the poor guy had hit some

reefs, there were never any torpedoes
in the water
Harry Truman won re-election by
attacking the "do-nothing" Eightieth
Congress, one of the last do-nothing
Congresses we had
Its "mistake" was In following Sen.
Vandeberg's nonpartisan lead, opening
itself to the nasty little partisan tricks
of Mr Truman-tricks that even an old
master like Nixon is learning from at
this late date
BUT BARRY, who never knew
tactics from his elbow, was always a
gentleman He says the other side
played dirty against him in 1964. and he
is right Yet he did not retaliate
Just the other week, he jumped
overboard and rescued two people in
danger of drowning-he in his sixties
and they much younger. He did not

make a big thing of it. He is used to
doing little acts of service and mercy
on his ham radio band, and not looking
for political credit
Last summer, a group of anti-war
protestors lay down outside the Senate
entrance, vowing not to leave unless
forced to leave) in their determination
to make the Senators end the war.
Needless to say. Goldwater was not
going to be swayed in his views-for he
had principled views, not mere
reaction to his mail-by this gesture
BUT WHEN he heard that an old
friend and speechwriter. Karl Hess,
was in the prostrate group, he hurried
out and found him. greeted and asked
after him, told him to come see him
more often
The Senator had to move out as
capitol police moved in for the arrest.

from our readers. . .
falcon plaza sign draws response
Toe Falcon Plaza Motel has opened
itself to serious criticism for failure to
uphold a fine community tradition.
Along East Wooster and North Main,
merchants edify us with billboard
displays which attempt to upgrade the
values of the community Bodily health
is encouraged in adjurations to "Try
Our Extra Crispy."
The nobility of love is congratulated
in the Sig Ep pre-lavaliering of Fred
and Susie. Valuable entertainment for
our children is advertised in
exhortations to attend Bowling Green's
own National Tractor Pull.
ATTEMPTS TO bolster the city's
prestige
welcome
Harvey
Stretcbendunk. a 6'11 prospective
basketball jock.
Falcon Plata - how can you so
callously break from such a tradition?
I refer to your display of August 2S
For some insane reason, in a

premeditated effort to disrupt the
values of the community, you and you
alone-congratulated the several
hundred graduates of BGSU!

to community standards, let us begin
now to put the unity back in
community, and eradicate such
inverted values

THE ENORMITY of it still staggers
me. How can you give valuable space
to so petty an event as the culmination
of four. six. eight, ten years of effort"'
Obviously, your audacity runs counter

Michael J O'Neal
Graduate Student

Department of English
810 Fifth St Apt. 4
Bowling Green. Ohio

let's hear from you
The Hi; News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter column or editorial
letters should be I maximum ol ;t00 Words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than lour typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws ol libel and proper taste
tetters and columns must include the author s name address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Kditor. co The Bti News. Iittt
University Pall

but the frst instinct of decency
undeflected by a baser politics, had
again been vindicated
Karl Hess later told me how
Goldwater heard that right-wing nuts
had suggested that a little racial
trouble, judiciously stirred up. might
help Goldwater's cause in 1964-and
how Goldwater let the people know
that if anything like this happened, he
would withdraw from the race What
class he maintained, even in disaster
It's no wonder then, that Goldwater
alone on the right has spoken without
hedging on the basic problem of the
Watergate
He does not abandon his right-wing
principles. He is harsh-justly so-on
the leaks that lend to prejudice the
Vice President's ordeal under the law
HE IS NOT very fond of "Senator
Sam." But be knows what be would do
if men accused him unjustly, lied to
him. bullied him-whether Dean, a
Haleman. a Mitchell, or an Ervin.
He would speak out las Agnew did)—
and not withdraw his challenge las
Agnew did) He would debate, refute,
release the tapes as he asked Nixon to
do. all along
"Confidentiality" matters'' So does
honesty What President worth holding
office clings to a dubious principle at
the cost of redeemable veracity? Not
Barry, you can bet Release is "an
extreme situation?" Goldwater admits
that, and adds: "This is an extreme
situation."
HIS OPINION is measured, and
fitted to the gravity of our time: "In
this instance, we may have to sacrifice
one executive's concept of presidential
confidentiality in the nation's
interest"
The issue is not confidence in the
President's lackeys-Nixon picks them
to assure that quality -but confidence
won from the people, on an earned
basis.
Goldwater's views matter-because
his appeal cannot be idealogical. mean
or petty, aimed at hurting the Nixon
cause in any large or principled sense.
He speaks only for decency and honor.
And that means giving up the tapes.
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Academic goals suggested

Moore, Rothe view University
The University is in an enviable position-full enrollment, strong admissions and
capacity-filled dormitories.
This
prognosis
was
presented
by
University
President Hollis A. Moore
Jr. and Dr Kenneth W
Rothe.
provost,
at
the
annual
faculty
meeting
Monday About 600 faculty
and
staff
members
attended
However, both sounded
warning notes Dr Moore
said there were some discouraging signs (or higher
education, including moves
toward more government
regulation in the operation
of universities Dr Kothe
outlined goals for the next 10
years and said the University cannot lag in developing
new
programs despite
facing a stable enrollment

relationships
with
the
healthy
enrollment
rate
"Compare Bowling Green's
1973-74 outlook with that of
any other state university
and the result shows that we
have been doing something
right," he said
Dr. Kothe issued a challenge lo the faculty by
saying it was their responsibility to set the academic
standards
for
Bowling
Green and lo be involved in
all phases of its academic
program development '
Dr Kothe. who is in his
first year at the University,
said
the
faculty
must
evaluate existing programs
and identity areas where
new
ones
are
needed
Program
evaluation
and
development should be one
of the school's goals for the
next decade, he said
He suggested that the University consider arranging
programs across departmental lines rattier than

PRESIDENT
MOORE
credited good teaching and
good
faculty-student

using traditional departmental
organization
This
approach has the advantage
of bringing together people
of different backgrounds lo
develop new programs, he
said

lowering the age of majority
from 21 to 18 must command
University
attention
in
coming months
"THE NEW LAW creates
ramifications for the definition of residency, for our
requirements that freshmen
and sophomores live in residence
halls,
(or
the
reporting to parents of
grades and other information about students, especially in the areas of counseling and health and for a
host of other matters,'' he
said

DR
MOORE said he
opposed any move toward
more government regulation
in the operation of universities
Dr Moore said such a
move
would
result
in
insipid
sameness"
and
would make "any hope of
excellence through unique
style and mission a lost
cause "
More effective planning
will blunt efforts being
made to bring universities
under tighter government
control, he said. "We must
cither design our own future
or resign oui selves to what
comes .ilong.
Dr Moore
said
He said the effect* of

Power curb suggested
GRANVILLE. Ohio (API
Tho power ot the presidency
has become " immensely
bloated ' in the years since

World War II, an associate
editor of the
Times iayi

New

York

newsnotes
Fuel shortage

"The truth is that I can give you
no assurance whatever that there
will be an adequate supply of
heating oil." Wakefield said

WASHINGTON cAPi The nation
faces shortages of heating oil.
propane and diesel fuel that will
cause real hardship, unless the
country gets awfully lucky, an
administration energy official said
yesterday
"I am talking about men without
jobs: homes without heat, children
without schools That is what I
mean by hardship." said Stephen A
Wakefield. assistant secretary of
the
interior for
energy and
minerals.
Wakefield issued his warning in a
speech prepared for the Maryland
State
t'hamber
of
Commerce
Legislative Conference, meeting in
Bedford. Pa

Milk prices up

Impeachment?
WASHINGTON
(API
Kep
Jerome R Waldie (D-Calif I plans
to
introduce
an
impeachment
resolution if the courts rule Vice
President Spiro T Agnew cannot be
investigated
or
indicted
in
connection with a Maryland probe
of alleged political graft

COLUMBUS i APi Consumers can
expect lo pay more for a gallon of
milk after Ocl
1. when dairy
farmers in Ohio begin passing on a
higher cost of production
The Central Ohio Co-operative
Milk Producers and Great Lakes
Southern Milk cooperatives will
hike the price of milk to its
company buyers by 60 cents per
hundredweight on that date
The new price will lie $9 .21 per
hundredweight
The federal
minimum is SH 08

A spokesman for Waldie said
yesterday the congressman would
press
for
an
immediate
investigation of Agnew by the House
Judiciary Committee.

"As students become increasingly aware of their
new status, we may expect
that they will increasingly
challenge old ways." Dr
Moore said "As I see it the
most serious problem is that
of accommodating appropriate ways to the new
citizenship status of all students and still preserving
respect for the interests of
parents, who. after all. do
not relinquish their concern
suddenly when a son or
daughter reaches the magic
age of 18 "

A
spokesman
for the Ohio
Department of Agriculture said
yesterday the hike could mean a 12
cent boost per gallon to consumers

Tom Wicker, a former
Times' Washington bureau
chief,
told
students
at
Denison University Monday
night a solution might be to
"make all major jobs
created by the President
subject to Senate confirmation "
He said it will be necessary, too. to begin "curbing
the
President's
war
powers "
Wicker said the goal is an
open presidency with a new
system
of
checks and
balances

NwMfjIt*! by lany I. Hess

Outdoor

Information about

tables

organizations ranging from acodomic

honorarios to sports clubs was available yesterday at exhibits
between Proul and Hayot Hollt. Rsprstentativet wore on
hand to describe their groups' activities.

It's car registration time again
The beginning of classes today brings
with it the need for University students
to
register their cars
Vehicle
registration is being held in the
Campus Safety department, located in
Commons
A valid driver's license, an auto
registration and a social security card
are needed at the time of registration,
according toSgt. Melvin R. Jones.
Cost of auto registration is (20 for the
school year. Each additional vehicle U
registered for 110.
Approximately
40.000
vehicle
violations were issued last year. In

hopes of reducing this number. Sgt
Jones said, most fines have been raised
to $10 from S3 last year.
Parking fine appeals can be made by
filing a notice of appeal with the Clerk
of Traffic Court within 14 days of the
fine
FAILURE to register a vehicle
brings a $25 fine following an initial
warning. Both unpaid fines and nonregistered vehicles can result in
impoundment of the owner's vehicle
Grades also can be withheld from the
students.

Students should be wary of which lots
they park in. said Sgt. Jones. Signs are
posted designating lots for on-campus
students, commuters, faculty-staff and
visitors
Lot 17. located behind the Union, will
be watched carefully Una year, warned
Sgt. Jones This is to assure its use by
visitors to the University sad not by
students.
Additional information can be
obtained at the time of registration in
a pamphlet detailing motor vehicle
registration
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Hunf suggests betrayal theory
WASHINGTON (API
Convicted
conspirator K Howard Hunt tossed the
Senate
Watergate
committee
a
quickly-questioned theory of betrayal
by a double agent and then threw out
broad hints yesterday of ("IA domestic
activity and other planned political
operations
The committee, in its second day of
public testimony from Hunt following a
seven-week recess, did not immediately pursue the veiled CIA or poll
tical operation references
Sen Howard II Baker Jr illTenn I
after reciting assistance Hunt had
received from the CIA. asked whether
Hunt, a longtime CIA operative and
later White House consultant, could
say the agency had stayed out of
domestic activity as required by law
"NO, I CAN'T," said Hunt, nor can
I ever say the CIA has stayed out of
domestic activities
When Baker asked for elaboration.
Hunt asked lor lime to consult his
attorney on national security aspects
of Baker's inquiry
The senator withdrew his question
for later pursuit in a closed coininiltcc
session
Moments later Baker asked Hunt
what was so sensitive about two note
books Hunt says were taken from his
While House safe soon after !he June
17.1972. Watergate break in

"They would provide a ready handbook by which any investigator could
determine the parameters of Ihe
Gemstone operation of which Watergala was a part and other operations in
which I was involved and COB*
tcmplated," Hunt replied
HUNT WASN'T asked about Ihe
other contemplated operations
Hunt, who faces a possible :iu-year
jail sentence which may be reduced if
he cooperates with Watergate investi
gators, presented his double agent
theory under questioning by Sen
Kdward J Uurney (K-FIa )
The series of events taken in their
totality suggest to me we might have
been entrapped by information provided to local authorities provided by a
member of our unit." he said
The betrayer, he said, most likely
would be Alfred Baldwin "
Alfred C Baldwin III had been
recruited by James W McCord Jr to
assist in electronic eavesdropping He
promptly disputed Hunt's testimony
HUNT TOLD the committee
Baldwin should have reacted faster
when he saw plainclolhes police
entering the Watergate office building
the night of the break-in. and said
Baldwin disobeyed Hunt's orders concerning removal of electronic equip
men!
"I developed subsequently,
said

WELCOME STUDENTS

Long Stem Red Roses
$coo
\J
per dozen

Hunt, "that Mr. Baldwin had rather
intimate ties to the Democratic Party
in Connecticut."
Hunt said Baldwin was the nephew of
a
Democratic judge and
had
represented himself at one time as a
nephew of former national and Connecticut
Democratic Chairman John
Hailey
UNDER LATER questioning by Sen
Lowell P
Weicker Jr
(R-Conn.)
however, it was established that
Baldwin's judicial
relative
is a
Republican. Raymond Baldwin, and
that Baldwin identified himself as a
Bailey relative when he was trying to
case the Democratic party headquarters at Watergate
"In that circumstance it made more
sense for Baldwin to identify himself
with Bailey than with Republican
chairman Sen Robert Dole or Nixon
campaign chairman Clark MacUregor.
didn't it?" Weicher asked
BAKER wouldn't discard totally the
double agent theory, saying, "I suspect
we may hear more about that as time
goes on."
Baldwin never has been charged in
the case and appeared as a prosecution
witness at the January 1973 Watergate
trial of McCord and G. Gordon Liddy
Baldwin denied that he had been a
double agent and said Hunt was wrong
on a number of points.
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"A PRIEST who baptized
me in Cuba came on Sunday
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The ke Arena moved with Ihe sounds of Moj* Dayie ol Monday night's
freshman miner.

The orientation program
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LASAGNA
PASTICHIO
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M0USAKA

to
bless
the
house,"
Gonzales said "We had a
big party to give thanks for
being blessed with such a
beautiful home."
The next day. Gonzales
said he received a letter
from the lawyer for Mr and
Mrs Alvin Hose of Miami
informing him his house
belonged on the lot next
door
"My
wife
burst
into
tears." Gonzales said "I
laughed at first but now I
don't think it is funny."
Gonzales. who came to the
United Stales eight years
ago on a freedom flight from

y>i...y.'i

Cuba, said he bought the
Spanish
style,
threebedroom, two-bath home
four months ago and has a
$44,000 mortgage
Mrs Rose said she and
her husband discovered the
mistake when a prospective
buyer for their vacant lot
went to inspect the land and
told them there was a house
on it
"WE SENT out a surveyor
who confirmed that the
house was on the wrong lot."
Mrs Hose said
We don't
want to hurt anybody."
Max Puvantc. the Hoses'
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MON.-THURS.
11 A.M.-l A.M.
11 A.M.-2 A.M.
FRI. & SAT.
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HAM SANDWICH
CORN BEEF
GREEK SALAD
REG. SALAD

HAMBURGER
SUBMARINE
PIZZA
SUBMARINE
HAMBURGER STEAK SANDWICH

440 E. COURT ST. ■ PH. 353-8565
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for freshman included social

activities as well as meetings with college deans and academic advisers.

J & G PIZZA

107SWEST-353-8735
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New house on neighbor's lot
MIAMI {API - For eight
years Carlos Gonzales saved
to buy his dream home only
to discover the $52,000 house
was built on the wrong lot
"All I own is a vacant lot
with nothing
on
It."
Gonzales.
27.
said
yesterday.
"This
is a
nightmare. My dream house
has vanished."
The Miami barber said he
moved into the house three
weeks ago with his wife.
Mirta.
and
their
three
children.

PLUS

NawepheM by Om J. *xk«

lawyer, said that under
Florida law the Roses own
the house.
"But we are going to try
and
work
out
some
settlement." he said. "This
sort of thing doesn't happen
but once in a blue moon "
He said the settlement
would involve swapping the
lots but Gonzales would

have to pay the Roses
damages and then try and
collect his losses from the
builder
"I always wanted a house
like this." said Gonzales "I
worked as a dishwasher
when I first came to this
country and my family and
friends helped nie raise the
monev for the home

Boyle tries suicide
WASHINGTON
(API
Former
United
Mine
Workers boss W A "Tony"
Boyle
lay
near death
yesterday after a suspected
suicide attempt within hours
of
a
scheduled
court
appearance
on
murder
conspiracy charges
lir Milton Gusack said
blood
drawn from
the
comatose
Boyle
showed
large amounts of sodium
amytal. a strong barbituate.
and
that chances
for

survival were poor
Boyle was rushed to the
intensive care unit of the
George
Washington
University Medical Center
Monday
night
Hospital
spokesmen said they thought
at first that he had suffered
a stroke
BUT
GUSACK
told
newsmen at midaflernoon
that "It was an apparent
effort at self-destruction "
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Six faculty members receive
Distinguished Teaching Awards
Six
University
(acuity
members were rewarded (or
their teaching efforts last
year by being named Distinguished Teaching Award
winners
at the annual
faculty meeting Monday
The University's highest
teaching honors, each worth
$500. were presented to Dr
Joseph Krauter. Dr Virginia Leland. Dr Robert
Romans.
Dr.
Charles
llamed
Mary Amos and
Mas Lenderman.
Dr Kenneth Rothe, provost, presented the awards
which were determined by a
student vote
Established five years ago
by the
Bowling Green
Parents Club, the awards
originally honored the lop
faculty in each of the three
undergraduate colleges
However, this year winners
were named in six areas of
study
rather
than
by
colleges to gain broader
representation
The six categories were
humanities,
fine
arts,
natural sciences, education.

social sciences and business
DR. KRAITER is the
lirst
Firelands
Campus
faculty member to receive a
Distinguished
Teaching
Award Dr Krauter. who
was named acting dean of
Firelands earlier this sum
nier, has been a faculty
member at the school since
it opened in 1968
He
teaches
political
science and was named the
outstanding teacher in the
social sciences area
Dr Leland. who joined the
University faculty in 1W8.
was named the outstanding
teacher in the humanities
held She is professor of
Knglish and teaches American and Knglish literature
Dr
Leland graduated
summa cum laude from
Carson-Newman
College
and earned her masters and
doctoral degrees at the University of Chicago
DR. ROMANS, in his
fourth year at the Univer
sily. was named the top

teacher in the area of
natural sciences An assistant professor of biology, he
is a 1965 Wisconsin State
University graduate where
he also received his masters
degree He earned his I*h D
from Arizona State University
He
is
listed
in
' Outstanding Young Men of
America' and is active in
various
professional
societies, including the Ohio
Academy of Science, the
American Institute of Itiological Science and the Botanical Society of America
In the field of business.
Dr Hamed. associate prolessor of business education
since ]%». was the students
top choice
His special areas of research and teaching include
business
letter
writing,
bookkeeping and accounting
method*
and data
prorCMing
Amos was chosen as the
distinguished teacher in Ihe
held ol education She is an
•Miltant
professor
of

Ceurtety el News Service
Three University faculty members were recognized for their research .ichievcments
at the annual faculty meeting Monday

From left, Dr. Hichard Crang. associate

professor of biology, Dr H Theodore Groat, professor of sociology, and Dr Darrel
Minifie.

professor

of

education

Development Recognition Aware

became

the

lirsl

recipients

of

Hesearch

and

Dr Charles Leone, right, vice provost for research

and graduate studies, made Ihe presentation which included a bronze plaque, a
certificate

and

$500

(or

each

professor

Selection

criteria

included

scholarly

publication, successful project development, constructive impact of research, and
involvement of students in research activities

library science and educational media and teaches
classes in storytelling and
classification
and
catalogueing
of
library
materials
Lenderman. named the
outstanding
fine
arts
teacher, was not on hand to
receive his award Lenderman, a nationally known
weaver who began teaching
at the University in 1968. is
now teaching at the School
of American Craftsmen at
Rochester
Institute
of
Technology
At the University. Lenderman founded and chaired
the weaving department in
the School of Art One of the
lew artists in the country to
use
both
weaving
and
ceramics
in
single
art
objects
his works have
appeared in dozens ol shows
incluging several one-man
exhibits

Distinguished
teachers

Six teachers were presented Diitingurihecl Teaching Awards Monday

Dr. Virginia leland, Max lenderman and Mary Amos. SBO president Bill
Arnold was present at the ceremony. SBO conducted the selection.

Past penal work aids warden
COLUMBUS I AIM
The
new warden of Ohio's big
maximum security prison at
Lucasville leans heavily on
his 25 years experience in
penal work when he talks
about his theories on rehabilitating criminals
There are some people
who want to be helped and
who can be helped And
there are some people who
can't be helped no matter
how hard you try.'' said 55\r.n old Joseph S Havener
in a telephone interview
It's .i matter of being
wise enough to tell the difference
Department of Correction
and Rehabilitation officials
confirmed Monday
that
Havener of Denver. Colo
was the new superintendent
a>
the
Southern Ohio
Correctional Facility
HE WAS to report (or duty
at State Corrections Director
Bennett
Cooper's
ofliceOct 1
Havener assumes the post
one month after W
J.
Whealon resigned the job
under (ire from Qo* John.I
QUIigan in the wake of two
guard killings
Havener said his first
impression of the year-old
prison, which he said he
visited during August, was it
was
"awfully
big
and
awfully expensive."

Nearly too big. Havener
continued for an institution
which handles that kind ol
maximum
security
inmate "
"A general rule of thumb
is that you don't usually put
that many troubled men all
together like that. ' he said
Of course. from the way
the place is built it's entirely
teasible we could break
them up into one, two, three
or four separate gro'ips all
under one roof " hes::ul
Havener spent most ol his
penal
career
with
the
federal corrections system
in Washington, I) C . seiving
in a variety of positions
including assistant super
intendent
ol
overall
operations
HE CAME out oi retirement in 1968 to be careet
development office! I"i ilir
Denver
County
Sheriff's

office
He was approached about
the Lucasville post about a

1.

week
after
Whealon's
resignation, and Havener
admitted. "1 didn't know if
they wanted me either '
Havener said he would
take problems as they come
"Ten to 15 years ago people
were calling me a way out
liberal
Now lately I've
heard some people say I'm
conservative I don't know if
I've changed my views

much at all."
HAVENER will be taking
over at a prison that has
seen shootings, an intensive
shakedown,
attempts
at
inmate unionization and a
fair share of criticism,
directed mainly at director
Cooper
Havener said he knew
( ooper by reputation before
he look the job. "and 1 have
no misgivings about his
philosophies I don't know
him really all that well."
Cooper has been blasted
by Lucasville guards for
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THURSDAY IS STUDENT
NIGHT AT CINEMA II, THE
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NEXT WEEK - "BLUME IN LOVE"
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Peace of mind found in death
lion
It I something to be looked lor
ward to *
Cogan. 51. died Saturday alter
arranging his luneral services
Doctors had found a malignant
gastric tumor during surgery in July
and attempted to remove it Cogan
befan feeling worse and left his job at a
Tallahassee appliance store just before
Labor Day weekend

there are a small per cent of
inmates who are bad. sifk
and dangeruus and need to

what
they
say
is
a
"philosophy
of
molly
coddling prisoners
Said Havener
1 believe

—

Welcome Back
for your complete floral needs

mtm

TALLAHASSKE (API
Death is the
(reedom from care and worry that
everyone seeks throughout life. James
Cogan said before he died
"Nobody wants to die.' he said in an
interview last week
But when you
come to it. it's what you've been
working toward all your life
Peace
of mind
Freedom Irom care and
worry and pain
Rest and relaxa

From

left, winner, were: Dr. Charles Hamed, Dr. Robert Romans. Dr. Joseph Krauter,

NOW PLAYING

(CifjejSaJ)

EVE AT 7 30 9:30

and now the film...
ANORMANIIWISOMihn

"JESUS CHRIST SUPERSIAR

lie said he realized he wasn't going
back and began making plans for his
death as soon as he realized his fate.
He said facing death was not difficult.
"There's a joy you can't express waydown inside you." he said. "You feel
perfectly free And the freedom goes
on and on You just want to reach out
and take the whole universe.'"
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Joe Wa/sh and Barnstorm
fo kick off year's concerfs
Tickets go on sale today at 9 a.m. for the Joe
Walsh and Barnstorm concert Oct 6 in Anderson
Arena
The 2S vi'.ir did Kansas musician is former lead
guitarist of the James Gang After earning three
gold albums with the James Gang, Walsh made the
somewhat difficult decision to split with the group
and go it alone.
His amicable split with the James Gang prefaced
a move to the mountains of Colorado and an
easygoing life style that Joe found in perfect accord
with the music he was bent on creating A long
winter and spring in the studio with old colleagues
and some newfound friends resulted in an album
called
"Barnstorm.'' 38 minutes of laid back
fantasia that "Record World" found
"oh-sotasteful "
Walsh's second album. "The Smoker You Drink,
The Player You Get." is a solid musical extension
from his first Recorded in Los Angeles. Aausalito
and Boulder with Bill Szymcsyk producing, the
album ranges from heavy metal rock to latinflavored tunes to mellow harmonies, all bearing the
unmistakable mark of Walsh's talent

"THE WHOLE FUN of being a musician is in
making it." said Walsh "Once you've made it. it's
no fun anymore You just zip around town in a
Lamborghini Right now. I'd just like to play gigs
and work really hard.
I play a lut better when I'm working really hard
Maybe when I'm 30. I'll slow down Maybe But not
right now." he added
The object of Walsh's energy now is a solo career
joined in part by his back-up band. Barnstorm At
this moment, it's a symbiotic relationship an outfront solo artist and his band, in the future. Walsh

lorn Wahh and Barnstorm will present the fir»t majo« concert
a! Ilw Umver.ity this year At a mulKian Walsh lays lh« fun
11 in the climb lo the lop, not in being at the top. "Whtn that

envisions a time where each can function as a
separate unit, going out on the road together, and/or
separately. In recording. Barnstorm plays with
Walsh, in the future he plans to produce them
"I put the band together very slowly." Walsh
jokes "I really wasn't out to start another band I
was up in Boulder, Colorado where I had moved
after splitting with the James Gang and a friend ol
mine named Joe Vitale came out and asked if he
could come up to the house. We weren't the best of
friends, rivals would be more like it. but I respected
him and he respected me and I said sure, come out
and he did We hung out together about two. three
months
"THEN WE GOT wind of Kenny Passarelli the
bass player. he was in Vancouver and I called him
up and he came down and so there we were drums,
a bass, and me on guitar We started jamming, but I
really didn't want to go on the road with that
combination because it was the same as the James
Gang And that kind of limited musician line up was
really frustrating to me So we just hung out and
practiced a lot.
"Then our keyboard player Rocke Grace came in
and we worked pretty well together and we started
playing jobs Then about four months ago we added
another keyboard player It's me and four others
now
"It was really a slow process, it isn't like I
gathered people up, we just sort of fell into one
another."
Despite the phenomenal success of the James
Gang, Walsh was dead set against repeating that
style of playing He recalls too many months of total
responsibility for the band, coming in first as lead
guitarist, then providing all the singing and finally
writing all their material as well And. somewhere
along the lines the music was lost
In the course ol

making it to whatever degree we made it. the
emphasis really came off the music and got on doing
bigger and bigger halls for higher and higher prices
and it got to the point where the music really wasn t
important at all We never practiced I found myself
feeling very old very fast and I decided I really
didn't want to be like that "
WITH THIS NEW phase of his career, Joe is
getting back to the point where the music is first "I
knew I didn't want to go with basss, drums and
guitar again, and I didn't want flash lead guitar with
million watt amplifiers, because 1 was tired of that
For a long time I just wanted to be a songwriter with
a small, nice band But I'm getting into performing
again and I'm getting into the limitlessness of this
band We have tympam. and gongs, and synthesizers
and melletrons and organ, piano, flute, bass, all ol it
We can play anything "
It's a tight balance, allowing a back-up band of
excellent musicians to have their day without losing
sight ol the organizing vision Walsh hopes one day
they will go beyond the Neil Young and Crazy Horse
syndrome "But I guess the best thing to do now is be
my back up band because we need to get out and get
exposure and get people knowing our records If my
name helps do that and apparently it does, we'll do
that for now
THE JOE WALSH name does indeed mean
something, not only to audiences who placed the
James Gang in the ranks of superstars, but also to
fellow musicians
Walsh said he writes best while on the road, when
he's sad. tired or physically abused
Tickets for the concert, sponsored by the UAO. are
S4 and $4 50 in advance and $5 the day of the concert
They may be purchased at the ticket office in the
Union The concert will begin at 8 p.m

happens, we'll split and I'll farm another band.'' he said.

What's the buzz? 'Superstar'
By Rose Hume
Cepy Editor

Priests, Pilate, Herod, and presence ol
modern war machines In the movie

The Universal lilm release. Jesus
Christ Superstar"
has o|>cncd a
Pandora s box of controversy
The American Jewish Committee,
representing
one
ol
Ihe group*
concerned .IIHHII the movie, in June
released .i statement clarifying its
stand on certain elements in the film
thai were louiul disturbing
I'sing Ihe New Testament .is its
pi iin.ii y
source
the coiiiinittee
messed episodes In the movh lot
accuracy The statement deals with
the representation »i the Jewish High

BUT EVEN IF you re not Jewish.
"Jesus Christ Superstar' could prove
disturbing Many elements in the film
run counter to Ihe traditions nl
Christianity.
And
many
other
tectinii|iics .ire simply revolutionary
One ol the important things to
remember about the film is that it
represents .i passion play put on by a
troupe ol youths living in l»7:i Maybe
that helps lo explain the pi csence of
the tanks and lighter planes
And those wai machines become
highly symbolic, for they appeal only
in scenes where Judas is .it battle with
his conscience

Rave you CUT considered your
sell an aspiring Rex Heed M Judith
li ist
II you'd like to try your hand at
reviewing plays, movies, television.
records or hooks, the HG News stall
needs you to help put together
Scenario' a weekly entertain
mcnl page
Persons Interested in writing lea
lure stories about entertainment
happenings on campus and In the
area would also be ol help
if Interested, contact Rose Hume
in the lit: News office between M
i> in Monday through Thursday

The lack ol divinity in the Christ
character is perhaps one ol the most
disturbing elements of the film In one
scene, a ciowd of sick, poor ami
handicapped surround Jesus ami beg
him to cure them In the midst of the
throng, the Superstar shouts "Don't
crowd me Heal yourselves
DURING

THE

Garden

»i

fjethsemane scene. Christ tells God he
is tired and no longer wants to carry
out the obligations ol what he considers
a contract between God and himself.
He also accuses God of starting It all
without his approval. That doesn't

sound
much
like a father-son
relationship
But Ihe representation of Christ's
enemies is the most unkind factor in
the entire production The high priests
almost are made to appear as super
villains Their appearance is most
grotesque
And the members ol Herod's court
seem equally bizarre. Most ol them
seem lo have interests outside of the
heterosexual.
None
of
Christ's
followers
are
anything
but
heterosexual
CONTROVERSY HAS surrounded
the selection of black actor for the
Judas role The American Jewish
Committee report said this portrayal
could activate stereotyping Ihe black

.is s Jewish pawn.
But Ihe acting job Carl Anderson
does make one wonder il Ihe film's
title shouldn't be "Judas Iscariol
Superstar
Contrasted
with Ted
Neeley s lackluster Christ. Anderson
cnines out far ahead.
While the authors of "Superstar"Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice insist the play is not a theological
statement,
it
causes
theological
questions The interpretation of the
Last Supper runs counter to a basic
premise of the Catholic Church. Since
its inception, the Church has taught
that the bread and wine consumed at

Mass actually are the body and blood of
Christ
But before he hands the apostles the
matzo and wine, the Superstar says.
"For all you care, this bread could be
my body., this wine could be my
blood " tie then says it is his body and
blood, but the preceeding line is just
enough to make the viewer he was
merely saying what the qpostles
wanted to hear
THE

LACK

OF

blame

Pilate

receives for Jesus' crucifixion has also
been considered misleading
Some
religious leaders claim that Jesus was
killed at the hands of the Romans and
that Pilate was not Ihe peoples puppel
he is in the film
But what disturbed me most about
the film was a detail that by many
could be considered petty
At the close of the movie, the troupe
member who played Christ does not
board the bus with the others I'm still
trying to figure out if the troupe
became so obsessed with their parts
that they actually killed Neeley or if
the part affected him in such a way
that he wandered off alone
"Jesus Christ Superstar" is now
playing at the Stadium Cinema The G
rated film as directed bv Norman
Jewison who also did "Fiddler on the
Roof

Passion Play' autobiographical?

Tull album 'work of moods'
By I ju-r> V»
Makeup Editor
Jethro lull long regarded as an
extremely avanl garde group in regard
to its music and stage performances.
has produced ns tour de force album in
Passion Play " Ian Anderson, who
wrote nearly all ol "Play," obviously
thought be found his secret for success
in his previous work. "Thick as a
Brick." for "Play" appears to be
patterned alter it
Passion Play
is not an album
which can be appreciated Irom a single
playing, for it is a complex work of
moods and music, which is true to
style But after listening to it several
tunes, one cannot help being reminded
of a symphony
Fai from sticking to the usual modes
ol link music. Passion Play' ranges
from the intense driving sound which
the members of Tull perform so well,
to soil classical passages, and even to
sections which are reminiscent ol
Knglish folk music
"PLAY" CAN BE compared to
Brick in that it is one complete cut
on one album, without any breaks
Both words seem to center around a
single theme But whereas "Brick",
even though very well done is infested
with an uneven feeling which can be
attributed to rough changes in tempo
and/or volume, "Play" is happily
without these This is not to deny that
musical transitions do not exist in

Play, but they are much smoother
and much mine easily listened to than
those in Brick"
A question arises in regard to the
theme ol "Passion Play
Once again,
as in previous works, Anderson brings
up the question ol good and evil,
hypocracy.
and
also touches on
religion It may be said. then, that

Review
"Play" is comparable lo "Aqualung ",
lulls first "concept" album, in this
respect However. Anderson's lyrics
are ponderous, and one has to search
very deeply for meaning in them.
But one hypothesis may be offered
to

Play s theme
A young man has just died, and in the
"afterlife." decided to choose bell as
his place in eternity because ol Ihe
hypocrisy he associated with goodness
and religion in his mortal life. Because
of their phoniness. he has no desire tn
stay with those who were good on
earth
THESE IDEAS are only one person's
opinion, but if they are correct, they
would seem to flow the ideas which
Anderson first
expounded on in
Aqualung
In Passion Play he has
gone on to become even more abstract,
so surely other ideas as to the meaning
of "Play" are open

However. Anderson seems to have
opened up areas which have rarely, if
ever, been exposed in progressive rock
music It might also be said that
Anderson is writing about himself, as
he did in such autobiographical pieces
as "Wind Up" from "Aqualung."
Musically. Jethro Tull has never
been better. "Play" shows the group at
their very best, and each member
demonstrates his musical prowess to a
high degree From TuH's beginnngs in
1968. the band was advanced musically,
and in each album, there were
advancements in their musical style
But in "Passion Play", their sound is
that of rock music today. II is rock
music which has reached its apex

ALTHOUGH POSSIBLY difficult to
swallow at first, several playings ol
"Play" will impress upon the listener
that this is something really unique
"Play" embodies all the sophistication
and creativeness of today's music, and
few groups have ever developed
today's music to the high degree that
Jethro Tull has
With all the "heavy
metal" music available today. Jethro
Tull has kept away from this, they do
not simply crash away at their
instruments like so many orgasmic
bands do. In "Play ", there are loud and
violent passages But there are the
melodious sections, and both loud and
soft compliment each other with
lastefulness Ian Anderson's flute and
saxophone playing, as well as John

Evan's organ, piano, and Moog give the
work a flowing, classical feeling
Bassist Jeffery Hammond-Hammond
and Martin Barrels on guitar provide
pulsating drive Barrimore Barlows
drumming is unrelenting.
"Passion Play" is an ingenious
album, and illustrates how one rock
group refuses to stay with one style of
music, defies the critics, and branches
out into new methods of musical
expression. But where can Tull go
from here? With the group in its last
American tour before "retirement",
only time will tell But there was a
time when "Brick" was considered
their best

SceM&tia
Student publishes
poetry collection
By Rose llimr
Copy Editor
To look at Mark Herman, senior (A
&S>. you'd never guess he was a
published poet.
Hut a collection of his poems is nowavailable at the local bookstores
Entitled "Alvero St Poems." the
pamphlet-like anthology contains 17
pieces covering subjects Irom Martin
Bormann. an official in Hitler's
government, lo personal reactions
Berman has been seriously writing
poetry for two years He is paying the
costs of copyrighting the poems and
printing the anthology.
Berman first became interested in
writing poetry seriously at the urging
ol another student writer, a graduate
of the University He participated in
the first Humanities Cluster College
and produced "Tune and Souvenir
Stands."
an anthology of works
produced by students participating in
the second Cluster
ENCOURAGEMENT from
Fred
Eckman and Philip O'Connor, of the
English
department,
and
Jim
Garmhausen,
former
MFA
participant, fostered Berman s writing
incentives
Berman said he writes from his
personal experiences. Some of the
poems in "Alvero Si Poems" describe
reactions to a signboard seen in
Dayton, others seem lo draw their
substance from life in Bowling Green,
while still others talk about Rebbe. a
character that Berman often uses
when
writing
about
defeat
and
disappointment

Tryouts set for play
needing seven blacks
Tryouts will be held uext Wednesday and Thursday for the all black
canted "Ceremonies in Dark Old Men.'1 Written by Loone Elder 111 and
produced in IM by the Negro Ensemble Group of New York, the script
Is baaed on Ihe daily riteal of survival hi a black i —Hi Its
characters are hemmed In by white exploitation and their own short-

"Rebbe.
t'veeonell:
loosed leaf 'opea
lost the gasp of life
gone sear ia youth."
He is now working on a series of
"Rebbe poems
Berman said that more experienced
writers and others whom he has asked
to look at this work think the "Rebbe"
poems are the best
The 21-year-old poet said he felt his
poetry was ready lor publication since
it is "coming out of the experimental
stage " He said he is beginning to find
his style, and added that it is important
to him to be published
"If you write something, it's good."
he said "If no one reads it. it's bad."
Berman said he writes for a very
specific purpose
-SOME OF MY poems are found
poems', like the one taken from the
newspaper article, he said, referring
to a poem about the economic
situation.
He hopes to be a candidate for the
University's MFA program
"The only way it seems to me most
poets make a living by teaching and
reading their own work." he said
Berman said he believes a good poet
must be "extremely perceptive and
aware." He also said a poet must be
able to take a stock response and use
"creation and innovation" to sued a
new light on an old subject.
"A poem should tell me something,
not show me something." he said
Most of the tune. I try to capture an
experience on paper "
i picked up
Ihe ether night
a
spare pack of matches.
They railed aiase,
yawned across miles af air
(taaaknuaat)
Then moved aft
a wave af space toward
the
berth af my eardrums. "

"■ - " " - UUIM—

Corned, is mixed with tragedy an the nevan character, rtrive far
dignity and sUtare bat arvai spite reach their goals There is I
leara darts* than-st™ '
Five
for stage crew,
Tryouts will
at 7 p.m. ta 111
obtained at SB
Hall far advance study
The play will be
Dae Mia the Joe F

He said he came up with the title for
his poetry collection when he beard the
line. "You're not going to Mexico, you
won't even make it to Alvero Street,"
on a detective show.
Berman also has written some short
stories, none of which have been
published.
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GreatScot

IN THESE TRYING TIMES"

TRY GREAT SCOT!

FRIENDtY FOOD STORES

WE'RE SURE YOU'LL

LIKE THE TOTAL BETTER*

REGULAR
R SUPER

TOILET
TISSUE
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CARNATION

SLENDER
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NAPKINS
NORTHIRN JUMBO

KRAFT MINIA1UHI
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STRAWBERRY JELLY 144
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c
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COOL
WHIP

TEA BAGS

$J09
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HUNT'S

CHUNK TUNA

39c

CATSUP

RICHILliU

_ _

TOPPING

e

WESTERN DRESSINGoz39

2i

14 OZ Bj I

DREAM WHIP
SALTINES

LIQUID
WISK

Oil MONTI

PINEAPPLE JUICE

38e

1A (HOT

_ _

3 OZ.

CHOW MEIN NOODLES 23
DUTCH PANTRY

C

AOZ.43

BUTTERNUT

DETERGENT DEAL PACK

CARNATION

COFFEE

RED ROSE

MUSSEIMAN S

SALAD DRESSINGS.oz25c
BUTTERNUT

l

.ox29c

GRAHAM CRACKERS
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GREAT SCOTS DOING MORE FOR YOU!
ABOUT NUTRITION
The three R's ol cooking lo preserve nutrients in frt-sh Irult* end
vegetable!:
REDUCE the amount of water used
REDUCE the length ol cooking time
REDUCE the amount of surface area exposed
"proper refrigeration and humidity help conserve f'eshness and
nutrients
"proper ripening of fruitt l» important; with vegetables other than
tomatoes, ripening is not a factor
*US* of a tight fittingpan when boiling product, is important.
' boiling carrots, sweet potatoes and potatoes in their skins retains
more vitamins and minerals than cooking after cutting and poring
'potatoes boiled whole, in
their skins, retain practically all
nutrients
'steaming under pressure is quick and satisfactory
if carefully
timed. Prolonged cooking under pressure results in loss of food
value.
'holding and reheating cooked vegetables causes additional loss of
nutrients, especially vitomin C.

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU OCT. T. 1973 — WE RESERVE OUANTITT RIGHTS

I Open Do7iir7^5i?_

THANHS FOR SHOPPING GREAT SCOT! SUNDAY , 0 AM.

6 PM.

.

Great Scot
FR/fNDlY FOOD STORES
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Co-op plans sidewalk sale
A beer blast ami IWO side
walk record sales are being
planned by II"' BO Student
Coop this quarter
The CO-0|) alsn plans lu
start a sin.ill loan program
without interest lor its

mcmben this year
The co-op. a non-profit stu
dent organization, provides
students with an alternative
to the prices charged by
local bookstores
Coop items sold are

divided into three classesbooks, records and handi
crafts Students set their
own prices lor the items,
and pay nominal service
charges of !i. 10 or 25 cents
when they are sold

The
Loving Cup

Any student may sell
goods at the co-op but only
members can buy there. A
student can join by paying a
SI membership fee which
makes him a member as
long as he is affiliated with
the University.
The co-op was started in
spring. 1971. by Dave A.
Lelfo and Mark B Potter.
who used their room in
Conklin Hall as the center of
operation
After negotiating with the
University, the co-op moved
to a house at 827 Kirsl St .

during fall quarter. 1971.
This location was inconvenient for students, and
after more negotiations, the
co-op moved to the Centre*
Bldg in 1972
The co-op's regular hours
are 12-4 p.m. Monday
through Friday, but the
hours have been extended to
10 am to 4 p.m. for the first
week of school.
Volunteers to work can
leave their name and phone
number at the co-op
Independent study credit is
available for the hours they
work there

Car smash to raise
local charities funds
For students who already
arc
I r us t ra ted
with
registration
or even
roommates, a car smash
may be the answer for
releasing tension while
donating money to a
charitable cause.
I'hi Delta Theta fraternity
and Delta /eta sorority are
giving students a chance to
take a sledgehammer in
hand and release their
frustrations on an old car.
for a monetary donation
The smash will be held
tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 5
p m on the Union oval
Proceeds will be contributed
to the Crusade of Mercy
campaign sponsored by the
Student Body Organization

(SBOl

Dennis (irady, coordinator
of state and community
affairs, said I he Crusade,
launched by the United
Appeal, will be seeking
donations Irom fraternities,
sororities and dormitory
councils during the next lew
weeks

HE SAID he is setting the
goal at $1,000 from the
student body
Student

I
I organizations that
mostly students use. such as
Karma and Crisis Phone,
will benefit, "hesaid

The Student Co-op » a busy place wh*n classes first begin
and students shop tor book bargains. Viv Coats, senior
(A*S), and Jeff Nardi. junior (B.A.). show Mary Gollogly
junior (B.A.), some values in records ond text*.

CO-Op

4,000 expected at Drop-Add
About 4.000 students wul
change their schedules this
week as Drop-Add continues
in the Dogwood Suite ot the
Universily Union, according
to C'ary Brewer, director of
registration
"This is an average quar
tar," he said "Most of the
students who actually make
a change in their schedules
have changed their maiors
over the summer or are students who previously
decided not to return to
school and then changed
their minds, "hesaid.
Brewer said many stu

dents go to Drop Add just
to shop
They want to see
il they can make a deal with
me. maybe get a nine
o'clock class instead of a ten
o'clock or find a section with
an easier professor.
he
said

is Oct 3 5 p m Last day to
drop classes or change to
S'U grading is Oct. 17. 5
p m Any changes after
ihese dates must have
signed approval of the
College Dean suffice

one time "
Drop Add will continue in
the Dogwood Suite the re
niaindci ot the week It will
be moved Oct. 1 to the
(irand Ballroom. Union
The last day to add classes

UNDER THE present
system for Drop Add each
student is given an appoint
ment to change his schedule,
lirewer said he (eels this has
improved Drop Add 'It has
thinned out the traffic
There are fewer people
trying to make changes at

Treasury official foresees
balance in trade payments
NAIHOBI, Kenya tAPi U.S. Treasury Secretary
George P Shafts told the

.. V .14, [f
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BC's leading clemer
open ' It)am Io9'00pm
Mon thru Fn

DRY CLEANING:

Ctrl it Icjether witi)
l.lril. I
■

.1
■

'

in by 10:00 A.M.
out by 4:00 P.M.

The place to send
out your wash
shirts.

NAPOUON tD

COORDINATED QUARTERS

economists, since it tends lo
slow longer term trends
THE POSTWAR international monetary system
collapsed two years ago
after years of heavy U S
payments deficits pumped
billions ol dollars into
Western F.urope ami Japan,
eroding the value o( the U.S.
currency Shultz' prediction
would signal a reversal ot
thai trend
Shultz said America's
trade balance, in deficit lor
Iwo years in a row. also
would show a surplus next
y ear
Thai
means
Americans will export more
than they import
Such surpluses for a
period seem to be indispensable (or full restoration
oI
confidence.
for
encouraging a redow of
dollars to the United States
and lor implementing any
lasting monetary reform. '
Shultz told the delegates

Nowpfcoto by Mkb—I O. Onmo
With a look of exasperation. Mary Jo Beers.
transfer student in Education, realises that DropAdd may not solve all the students' problems. The
service continues this week in the Grand Ballroom,
Union.

110 E. Napoleon
3538212

Sponsored by The College of Arts and Sciences
Integrated Learning Experiences For Fall, 1973
Open To All Students - No Prerequisites Needed
\ coordinated quarter in Renaissance Studies will focus on
the general theme. "Crisis of Identity in the Renaissance".
Courses available in the coordinated quarter include:
\i I 4f>l
Italian Renaissance. Misleldt
Knglish 40f>
Early English Drama. Barber
I' ICIHII 489
Rabelais < in translation), 1'allister
i ierman 4H(i
Renaissance Literature tin translation!. Gray
History 445
In Renaissance. Oglevee
\ & s 300
Renaissance
For lurther information, contact Dr. John Oglevee. History,
or the College of Arts and Sciences.
A second coordinated quarter will focus on "Man and the
Siati- in Ancient Greece." Courses contributing to this coordinated quarter include:
Art 145
History of Western Art I. Wolfe
History 441
Hellenic and Hellenistic Civilization. Daly
Latin 141
Greek Literature (in translation). Povsic
Philosophy 310
Ancient Philosophy. Miller
A&sioo
Classics, Hebein
For further information, contact Dr. Richard Hebein.
Romance Languages, or the College of Arts and Sciences.
Students who wish to participate in either coordinated quarter must enroll for at least three of the courses as well as the
Arts and Sciences (A & SI Course.
Registration for the coordinated quarters will take place in
the Office of the College of Arts and Sciences, 217 Administration Building.

world's financial leaders
yesterday that the dollar
will strengthen and the
American balance ol
payments will move into the
biack next year
Finance ministers and
central bankers attending
the joint annual meeting
here o( the International
Monetary Fund and World
Hank welcomed the lorecist, saying it brightened
chances
ol
monetary
reform
IF SHULTZS prediction
pans out it will mean the
first surplus in the U 8
basic balance of payments
since 1964
The basic balance of
payments, including trade
and long-term investments,
is one of three key yardslicks for measuring the
outflow of dollars from the
United States
It is the measurement
most closely watched by

-
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Department ranking granted
to Popular Culture Center
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Pop Culture
collection

Popular mogpiirwi and bookt arc a tmall part of th* collection found in the
Popular Culture library. David Katarafej, gradual* student in Buiirwu Administration, find* on* particular item in the collection ••pocially interesting.

ByJouGettl
Gdlur
Matchbook covers, comic
strips, rare records, movie
scripts and pulp magazines
now have a department of
their own
The Center loi the Study
of Popular Culture, recognized in early August as a
separate department, is not
only a first for the University, but may very well be
the first of its kind in the
world. Sam Grogg. instructor in popular culture, said
yesterday
Previously,
the center
operated under the Knglish
department

novels,
pulp
magazines,
comic books, original book
manuscripts and other para
phenaha." he said
A number of teleplays.
including "Bridget Loves
Bernie."
"Temperatures
Rising" and "Ghost Story."
donated by Screen (iems
Productions, also are available for student use. he said
The
Popular
Culture
Library is on the first floor.
Library.
The basic popular culture
courses include 160. An
Introduction to Popular Culture; 260. Popular Culture
and the Media, and 370.
Popular Literature

"We intend to expand our
offerings during the winter
and spring quarters Since
we're a 'first.* we're also
the model for any future
departments in popular cul
lure." he added
Because popular culture
encompasses such a broad
held. Grogg said many stu
dents show an interest in the
program, but are unsure of
available job opportunities
once they finish school
"We re pushing for certi
fication of popular culture
as a teaching area." he said
"Kor teachers, we think
there's a definite need lor
studying ft'

"STUDENTS
involved
with the program study products of a popular culture
from matchbook covers to
television
commercials,"
lirogg said
He said
the program
depends on the research
lacilitics of the popular
culture library
Students
arc able to examine and
study
first hand,
popular

GROGG RKKKRRKl) to a
survey recently conducted
by the Knglish department
in
which
I'niversity
graduates who majored in
Knglish were asked if more
emphasis on the popular
arts would have
prepared

punitive

"THERE ARE NO prerequisites for 160." tirogg
said "In 260. emphasis is
placed on the process behind
the business of popular culture
Students learn how
popular songs become hits
and are marketed, and also
how movies are made and
distributed "
The center's three full
time faculty members are
IM Kay Browne, professor
of popular culture and chairman of the center. Dr
Michael Marsden, assistant
professor of popular culture.
andGrogg

Named as defendants arc
Smith and the Scioto-Darby
School Board

yet we feel capable of
keeping the program going
and growing," tirogg said.

Students defend dirty' classic
COl.l MBlSiAPi Junior
high school Modems here
are fighting a decision by a
School principal that tour
poems contained in the
classic
Spoon
River
Anthology
were
loo
offensive for them to read
The father
students filed
District Court
the Milliard

of one ol the
suit in IS
on bt-hall of
Junior High

School students who bought
the
book
and
then
discovered two of its pages
had been torn out
I'S Judge Joseph Kinneary heard both sides of the
dispute Monday, then postponed a decision pending
submission
of
additional
l>l lets
THE book, written in 1915
by Edgar Lee Masters contains more than 200 poems

Phone books available
Kor the convenience of new students as well as
upperelassinen. the I niversity s Telephone Services.
Centrex Bldg. has distributed temporary student directories
which include each student's name, telephone number and
campus address
The directories also include telephone numbers for all
dormitory. Iraternily and sorority offices, the various
college offices and all campus organizations
Information concerning off campus calls, long distance
service and the procedure to follow if your directory listing
is incorrect also can be found in the directories
Dormitory students will find their phone books in their
mailboxes while students living in sorority or fraternity
houses can pick up theirs at the post office Extra copies of
the directory will be available within the next few days at
I he Commuter Center
Howard C Parker, head of Telephone Services, said
permanent directories would be distributed in November.

portraying life in a small
Illinois town
An English teacher who
ordered the book. Kegina
Meyer, testified she was
embarrased by three poems
which
used
the words
harlot '
I rshun
bare
breasts." and "free love "
She testified that she and
the head of the schools
English Department agreed
that instead of analyzing the
poem to 13 and 14 year old
students, they would cut
them out
Principal
Harry Smith
said he concurred in the
decision
BIT he told the judge if he
had the decision to make
over again, he would have
suggested that the entire
book not be used
The
students were required to
purchase thebook for $1 25.
he said
School
officials
have
argued that students could
have
bought
an
uncut
version of the book from a
variety of other sources
Al least 35 students had
signed a petition protesting

NEW ITEMS AND PHONE NUMBERS

the action
The
suit
by
Batzin
Kramer on behalf of his son.
Daniel. 16. asks the return of
$1 25 to
all
affected

The Cross Roads
Now appearing at The All
New Cross Roads

Auburn
Fri, Sat. & Sun.
also

Saturday Night Jams 2:30 to 6:30

0

N "
475

-Hhe CiossjRoaiJb

•••••••••••••••••*•••••••

PINNjR$

SPAGHETTI DINNER
$
w/salad and garlic bread
1.75
$
a la carte
1.50
$
with meatballs
2.25

B.G.S.U.
OPEN HOUSE

Sunday Sept. 30 ■ 7:30 p.m.

$

1.40
1.20
$
1.55
55c
$

HAPPY HOURS DAILY

352-1411 352-1421

| Wants to Thank
You for your
| patronage for
* mini refrigerators, but we are
out of them!
Sorry!

When you test it,
you'll wonder why
everyone doesn't
drive one.

*
*

At the home of
STADIUM VIEW APTS.
223 Holley Drive
Apt. #221

*
*
*

Also - Fri Eve Services - Prout Chapel
6:30 p.m. - Beginning Oct. 12

^••••••••••••*••••••••••:
Steak and Ale is looking for outstanding people to work this fall as waiter, and cocktail
hostesses.

25«

SANDWICHES

*
*

Prof, and Mrs. David Weinberg
*
*
*
*

BG RENTAL

7«swcm«vk%%xv<

Bradney

352-1421

The
department
of
popular culture now offers
both bachelor's and masters
degrees in addition to
offering
course
credit
towards a I'll I) through the
Knglish
and
sociology
departments
"Since the area of popular
culture is so new. there's a
great deal of original work
for students to do They can
break new ground' and
won't have to cover topics
that have already been
plowed."(irogg said

BG RENTAL

l m key Haskins
Exit

BG

*
*
*
*

o Vo°0o0o0o0«0o0o0fl

Cold Combination Submarine
Hot Corned Beef Sandwich
Reuben Sandwich
Hot Chicken Sandwich

"We feel understaffed but

I JEWISH STUDENTS GROUP

>• PIZZA PUB ::

GARLIC BREAD

plus

damage* ol Sio.ooo

■aMHaaaaaaaaaamaMK*

:.MR. ED'Sf:
352-1411

students,

|

them
better
for actual
teaching
"Over SO per cent of those
contacted felt that more
training is necessary in the
popular arts to prepare
them for teaching.'' he said
And for popular culture
students who are not interested in teaching. Grogg
said job opportunities also
are available in advertising

,STEAK
U
^\I,F,(,
RESTAURANTS

SUBARU
GL COUPE...

WITH FRONT WHEEL
DRIVE AND THE
QUADROZONTAL
ENGINE!
Radial tires
Rack & pinion steering
Pushbutton radio
Reclining bucket teats
Fully Independent suspension
Front disc brake*
Electric rear window detogger
Around 25 miles
per gallon (regular)

OF AMERICA. INC.

We offer above averagi I
earnings, fl< ixible hours, and emplo fee benefits.
Vpply in person daily from 2-4: 30

Steal t and Ale Resta urant
(Across f om Southwyck Mall - Only 20 min. f om BGSU)

UNIVERSITY
•» DtlM HlCMWtV

P0NTIAC
-o«i or fviiiu

Pag* 10 TS. BG N«w. Wtdn«<loy. S.pt.mb.. 26. 1973

Naga' shows truth

Classes temporarily relocated

Polish stage rock play
LODZ. POLAND (An
Poland s latest rock showprobably the most lar oul in
Communist
Europe is
packing, theater audiences in
Ihis u-xlilt- lown with a
combination of
naked
blondes, hard brat aad
rubber monsters
Called •Naga" meaning
naked H'l billed as a rock
opera The show will be
going lurlher afield in the
Bail Mi-

ll mil.i< Is are signed with
Czechoslovakia
and
the
Soviet I nil in is reportedly
interested provided
the
girls leave on a bit of
clothing
"NAdA'S underlying theme
is lo show the danger of a
world menaced by technological progress
Three of Poland's lop (Hip
stars
portray
frightened
humans being chased and
enveloped by out-of-control

robots They also have to
cope with giant blobs of
rubber that resemble the
pulsating
body
of
an
octopus.
Director
Jeny
Krechowici
concentrates
moat of all on viaaal Impact.
In one scene, long-haired
singer
Wojcieeh
Korda.
after finishing his number,
(urns to a curvaceous blonde
standing beside him and
pulls off her black gown,
leaving her stark naked

Restaurants hike prices
H> Ihe Associated Press
The next nmc I'residonl
\ixon drops in al Ihe llasla

i reslauranl lie Irequenta
when lies slaying al Ihe
Honda While House he II
find ihe pin ware higher
Man) restaurants ai i"ss
die country have boosted
prices following the end of
the price Ireeie and ihe
Hasta i> no exception

During Ihe freeze, Ihe
cost
id
supplies
wcnl
Up seven per cent.'
said
John i.icpe. manager of ihe
Miami eating place
•WK. LOST i loi oi money
because ol the iree/e and
had no alternative hui to
hike prices
l.icpc said the pnecs on all
items including
the
Florida
Snapper
Nison
is partial lo--have been

THE BROTHER'S
of

Kappa Alpha Psi
welcome their
Kappa Kittens
Penny Cant
Gretchen Atkinson
Blanche Pnngle
Kandee Hartman
Sharon Glenn
Denise Leltwilch
Debbie Maiwell
Pal Smith
Fmistine Jenkins
Comerlyn Crew
Zola Garrison
Karen Townsend
Agnes Ulmer
Jackie Pratt

Kathy Ward
Marian Lane
Mary J Wagner
Sheila Boyd
Debbie Calloway
Pam Haywood
Casandra Brown
Sharon Bertrand
Gerry Garrison
Michelle Short
Delores Burley
Lailure Clifford
Debbie Calloway
Donna Miller

increased :iu cents As for
Ihe President, lacpe said
He II have lo pay more just
like evervone else
CUSTOMERS
haven t
been complaining too much.
People understand
The
ol everything wenl up. said
Howard Kail, the owner of a
Milwaukee restaurant frequented by college students
Pole Carter, the owner of
I he- Cork and Kiddle in
Kansas City, said he hadn t
had many complaints either,
bul added that his business
was oil since he upped Ihe
puce ol a 10-ounee siloin
hum 14 50to 15.25.

Because University Hall renovations are not complete,
the classes scheduled in the classrooms listed below have
been temporarily relocated Classes will resume in
University Hall at 8 a.m., Wednesday, Oct. 3. Robert J
McGeein, coordinator of University space management,
asked that there be minimal student traffic in the
building prior to Oct. 3.

THERE
ARE several
nude scenes. In one. a flabby
rubber monster, looking like
an overgrown gorilla and
with the drunken sway of a
Frankenstein
monster,
carries off one naked blonde
in his arms In the background a rock goup twangs
ou heavy beat
"I wanted to show truth in
a new form." says song
writer Grzegorz Walczak,
"in a communicative and
uninhibited way thanks to
which the awareness of
truth becomes more universal."
Reaction to the show in
Poland's Communist party
press has been mixed.

ALTHOUGH Naga" has
been playing to packed
theaters, audience response
is also mixed. Said a student:
"For Poland, it's
some achievement against
prudery, and anyway it's a
step forward to freedom of
expression mart."
"To me." says Borys.
"Naga" shows the world
around us, as presented by
those shapes in the play It's
an ovcrmechanized
and
overcivilized world that is
killing human feelings."

PEG LEG PETE'S
945 S. MAIN
presents:

HOT BUFFET
all you can eat SUNDAY
from 1 p.m. to 8 p.m.

EVENING CLASSES

DAY CLASSES
From:

TO:

Fran:

Te:

200 UH
209 UH
210 UH
211 UH
216 UH
300 UH
301 UH
305 UH
306 UH
308 UH
309 UH
309AUH
310 UH
314 UH

Faculty Lounge, second floor. Union
Prout Chapel
Browsing Room, second floor, Union
Taft Room, third floor. Union
400 Math-Science Bldg
Capital Room, third floor. Union
Lounge, basement. Kohl Hall
U03Offenhauer West
1104 Offenhauer West
River Room, third Moor. Union
Wayne Room, third floor. Union
325 Williams Hall
Harrison Room, third floor, Union
Perry Room, third floor. Union

200 UH
209UH
210 UH
211 UH
216 UH
300 UH
301 UH
305 UH
306 UH
308 UH
309 UH
310 UH
314 UH

14*1 Math-Science Bldg
108 Psychology Bldg.
238 Math-Science Bldg
001 Hanna Hall
202 Memorial Hall
255 Memorial Hall
300 Men's Gym
302 Men's Gym
304 Men's Gym
404 Moseley Hall
408 Moseley Hall
Harrison Room, third floor. Union
Perry Room, third floor. Union

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
I City near
6
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M.IMIIIKIIII
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17
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"
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61 K|itf writer.
l>OWN
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vuriilly.
Reflected.
Snbstonee n*ed In
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Mean. ..I
transportation,
Lotenie.
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by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
scorn, HOW
PIP YOU even
6ET SUCH 6KEAT
IT
SEATS FOB JEB
WASN'T
MA6RUDER'S
EASY,
CONCERT7
JOANIt'
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YOU KNOW. JEB'S
MY FAVORITE
WHAT'S
CONSPIRATOR I
ON THE
PR06RAM
1 DON'T KNOW
WHY- MAYBE
fan
IT'S HIS BOYISH
TONIGHT?
600P LOOKS'

LEMMESEE THE
FIRST ACT IS EXCERPTS
FROM HIS PIAHY AFTER
THAT THERE'S A COVER UP
SYNOPilS. FOLLOWED BY A
QUESTION ANP ANSWER PERIOP

'

f?S animal
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Danskin® 100% stretch
nylon leotards & tights
Short sleeve, scoop neck
Long sleeve, scoop neck
Matching dancing tights

7.25
7.50
4.25

The active, artistic gals move with ease and grace in Danskin's*
seamless, run-resistant leotards and tights. Machine or hand wash
leotards., hand wash tights...both in warm water and drip dry.
Choose from black, navy, pink and blue in S-M-L-XL. It's so easy to
know your perfect fit! Check the accurate size chart provided by
Danskin'. Buy both long and short sleeve.

LASALLE*S

CAMPUS CALENDAR
WedaeaUy, Seplrmbrr 16.1173
n.y isi.'i now for faculty and suill hndae lesson series
to be held in die Wayne Koom of the I'mon 7 30 to 9 30
Tuesday nights
Beginners slarl Sept
2nd
Kxperienred players start Sept 9th Call 353-7574 or
372-2343
schedule Knickerbocker
HELP WANTED
351-5315
Help Wanted Big Barney
Wanted reliable girls lo
ear wash
1000 South
babysit while parents
Main 352-0634
attend day-time graduate
Waitress
Neededclasses Phone 352 5449
Byrnwyck Country Club
Domino's Piua is now
Maumee. Ohio Phone
hiring drivers Toppayin
865-2391
lown plus commission
X-Vista or Peace Corp
Musi have own car apply
volunteer to be ACTION
in person at 1616 E
campus rep 12 50 per hr
Wooster after 4 00 p.m.
Contact
Bill
Myer
ACTION Ked Bldg Rm
404. Columbus. Oh 43215
or call collect (614) 4696661
Women students preferred- pan time 10-15 hrs
per week Will III your

Apply in person Sam B's
107 Slate Street
NEED MONEY" CASH
PAID FOR BLOOD
PLASMA DONATIONS
WEEKLY EARNINGS

BLOOD
PLASMA
DONOR CENTER. 610
MONROE. TOLEDO.
OHIO PH.ON E 255 3535

WANTED
Male needs tail accom
I.e.iv.' name, number al
372 2341
Needed 1 or 2 men lo
sublet 2-bedroom apt.
call Mark 352-7377

SERVICES OFFERED
Watch cleaning & repairing al The Working
Hand Craft Center. S15
Conneaut

PERSONALS
Need
Help'
Call
CHRISTLINE
3520379
any hour, any day
O Phi A's-Let's have
another year just like
last year A PhiO's
Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity
It's

about helping others
Rush- 7 30 Faculty
lounge. Union.

FOR SALE
51 CADILLAC, eleganl
black HEARSE. 1950
154-5324
66 Cbevelle Malibu. 283
pwr pk 1 speed Excellent
transportation
body needs work radial
tires, clutch, exhaust
systems, gas tank all
new 1296 or best offercall 372-2*63 or 372-2963
anytime
Ll. wt fiberglass bow.
arrows, arm and finger
guards call 352-1066
One king sized water
bed. complete with
frame IS call 352-5082
or come over to 133li
North Church
IMS Elcona 11 X 60
Mobde Home I nlurn
winterized
slove &

icing 12 X 12 dog pen
Immediate occupancy
Corner lot in Rudolph
352-0264

PAPPAliALO SHOES.
BAGS AN ACCESS
OR1ES THE SHOP
FOR PAPPAGALO

321 E LINCOLN.
F1NDLAY.OHIO
I across from the "Y"l

FOR RENT
House for real i gkrU
needed
! Mk. from
campus asMlaX
4-5 bedroom re-modeled
home in lac ceoatry.
Central beat 4 air. I acre
lot 12 mi. to B.G. ISO
per month Call: Lucky
133-4140
For rent to graduate
student or instructor- one
room, guest collage on
estate. S
Perrysburg
area 185 per month 1746128pm

Start Savin' the News

Wedneedoy. September 16. 1973. The K> Newt/Pate < 1
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Rose makes Reds go
By Mark Glever
Aulataat Spirts Keller
Pete Rose is the type of baseball player that comes along
every 15 years or so
The outfielder for the Cincinnati Reds plays in a style
reminiscent of Ty Cobb, Jackie Robinson or Maury Wills
All of these men gained their fame by hustling and being
strongly competitive Pete Rose is the contemporary
member of this vanishing breed of player
What makes Rose such a rare commodity is his dedication
to the profession of baseball He is a complete student of the
game The veteran spends countless hours studying strike
zones, bat sizes and pitching motions If baseball gave away
a master's degree. Rose surely would be a recipient.

Concert
tration

Cincinnati't Pete ftete display* hi* all-*tar balling form. ROM ha* already
clinched hi* third National league balling till* while leading hi* loam to the
Weitetn Divrtion championship. Cincinnati now looln forward to facing the
winner of the highly contested Eoilern Divition in playoff action

Individual baseball stats
Hank Aaron's pursuit of
Babe Ruth's career home
run record has overshadowed a number of tight
races for individual honors
as the major league baseball
season enters its final week
Davey Johnson. Aaron's
Atlanta teammate, was the
National League s 1NL1 surprising home run leader
with 43. one ahead of Pittsburgh slugger Willie
Stargell. going into Monday
night's action Aaron and
another Brave, third baseman Oarrell Evans, were
tied for third with 39 each
and Bobby Bonds of the San
Francisco (iiants had 38
In other tight races. l..>u

Brock of St Louis and Joe
Morgan of Cincinnati were
tied for the NL lead in stolen
bases at 68. Reggie Jackson
of Oakland led the American
league (ALl in home runs
with 31. to 29 for California's
Frank
Robinson, and
Oakland s Bill North led

Water
Polo
Anyone interested in
trying out for the water
polo team should meet
tonight. 8 30 p.m., at
the N.il.itor mm

Rugby team faces
rebuilding season
News Special
For the first lime since its inception in 1968. the Bowling
Creen Rugby team will begin the season under a cloud of
uncertainty
In past years, strong play earned the team a ranking as
high as fifth in the nation while insuring a winning season
Since 1968. the Ruggers never experienced a losing season
and shut out more than half the opponents
But this year will be a season of rebuilding
LAST FALL, the Falcon ruggers had the makings of being
the finest team in the country By the second half of the
season last spring liti looked unbeatable, but the bottom fell
out
As "A" team's captain Rick Born relates, "People
started dropping like flies from Injuries The "A" team
alone lost seven players "
"It got so bad. the Health Center was asking us if we
wanted an ambulance at our games.'' Born added
Despite the circumstances, the ruggers' three teams
posted a 19-7 record.
In the Mid-American Conference Tournament here last
spring, the "A" team took third place, while the "B" squad
rallied to take first place, including a 52-0 pasting of
Defiance College.
For those who never watched rugby, the game is a
combination of soccer and football There is no blocking and
no use of pads even though the ball carrier must be tackled.
The game is characterized by the "Scrum." which is a
sweaty mass of humanity The ball is placed on the ground
in the middle of this tightly knit huddle
"SOME OF our best ruggers are frustrated football
players," said B coach Roger Mazzerella. "They are
people who love the game of contact but never had the
ability or size to play organized ball "
The Fall schedule sees BG open with a tough Elyria club
on Oct 6, followed by Ohio University. Detroit, and Ft
Wayne

Welcome Back
Mixer
at the

Amani

9:00

Thursday
Night
Live Entertainment
■

•

by

"Hot Chocolate"
Everyone Welcome

E2SBSI Ha

ROSE combines his baseball knowledge with natural
ability Gdted with a good eye and an extremely quick bat.
the outfielder further compounds his talents with all-out
hustle Hose forces the competition to make mistakes with
this tactic for which he has become famous
George "Sparky" Anderson, manager of the Cincinnati
club, says Hose currently is enjoying the peak years of his
career Rose breaks more Cincinnati records with each
passing season, and does not look forward to approaching
the records of the established superstars He knows that his
life in baseball will he nearing an end when he closes in on
the great records
The current statistics on Rose are impressive. He has
clinched a third National League batting title tin- season,
nearly all of the Cincinnati club records for hitting are in his
possession and the veteran surpassed the 2000 base hit
plateau earlier this year The one honor that has eluded
Hose is the coveted Most Valuable Player (MVP 1 award

years since Lefty Grove
from 1929-31
Nolan Ryan of CalUornia
led the AL with 367 strikeouts, just 15 short of Sandy
Koufax' one season record
of 382 set in 1965 The New
York Mets' Tom Seaver was
the NL strikeout leader with
247.

Boston s Tommy Harper 5"
49 in the AL stolen base
race, but North was injured
and expected to miss the
remainder of the regular
season
BOTH BATTING titles
were clinched Pete Rose of
Cincinnati, the 1968 and 1969
champion, was far ahead in
the National League with a
343 average, with Houston's
Cesar Cedeno second at 315.
In the American League,
defending champion Rod
Carew of Minnesota had an
even bigger lead with a 349
mark, compared to the 307
figures of runners up
Thurman Munson of the
New York Yankees and
Tommy Davis of the Baltimore Orioles Carew won
the crown in 1969 with a 332
mark and last year with a
318 average
There is only one close
race among the pitchers
That is for best winning
percentage in the National
league, where Don Uullett
of Cincinnati was at 18-8 for
692. Tommy John of Los
Angeles was at 15-7 for 682.
and Ron Bryant of San
Francisco was at 23-11 for
676.
Jim "Catfish" Hunter of
Oakland. 21-4. was virtually
assured of finishing with the
top winning percentage in
the AL for the second consecutive year.
He would be the first AL
pitcher to win the percentage crown in successive

ROSE EXPRESSED discontent in 1968 when Hob Gibson
won the annual MVP award The brash outfielder surprised
baseball fans with a statement saying the award was
rightfully his Rose claimed he was not bragging, but
expressing a fact He said he felt his bat won more games
than Gibson s arm
A similar situation faces the Cincinnati star this season
Many experts believe Rose deserves the coveted MVP honor
this year San Francisco's Bobby Bonds is having a fantastic
year that may cancel out the Hose's efforts When Rose

wins a batting title, it seems someone else is having a great
year to overshadow the accomplishment
With the National League playoffs approaching, the Reds
look to their hustling star for a great effort The batting
charge that is taking Hose to a 230-hit season is all
important If Hose does not get on base, the Big Red
Machine is going to be in (or a breakdown Perhaps for more
than any other team in baseball, the Red's success depends
on the work of one man
TO SAY one man can carry a baseball club may be an
exaggerated statement This is especially true when a team
has players like Joe Morgan. Tony Perez and Johnny Bench
Yet. Rose has the versatility and talent to make things
happen in a hurry He personifies the idea of a player "doing
everything but selling tickets
The Heds hope Hose will come through in the playoffs and
help sell tickets to the World Series

Folcons descend
from top twenty
Southern California. No
bra ska ami Ohio Stale
conliiuiitl In run 1 2-3 today
in ilic latest ASSOVI.IUHI
Prasi major college looih.iii
rankings while Louisiana
State replaced Texai m the
Top 10

20lh last
week with
Missouri, dropped from the
Top 20 ranks The Falcons.
along with league counter
parti Kent State and Miami.
were lilted as receiving
votes

The Trojans, ranked No I
sinee the first week ol the
1972 season, ran their record
to 2-0 by defeating Georgia
Tech, 234
Bowling Green, lied tor

1 Southern Cal. till
2. Nebraska (HI
3 Ohio Stale lie)

Ryon challenges strikeout record
With two storting assignments left
ANAHKIM (AIM
Nolan
Ryan needs only 16 strike
mils to break the major
league record for one

season fie doesn't think It's
a cinch even with two more
starting assignments
The California fUkfell
right-hander struck oui 12
Minnesota Twins but gave

Bob Hill
promoted
Bob Hill, who served as a
part-time assistant coach
last season, has been named
a full time assistant on the
Bowling Green State University basketball staff for
this season
Head Coach Pat Haley
said Hill, a product of
Worthington. will be in
charge of recruiting and
scouting He succeeds Ivory
Suesberry, who returned to
Dayton Dunbar High School

up 13 tuts in a 15-7 victory
Sunday, his 20th ol the
MMM He is scheduled to
pilch against the Twins
again tomorrow night and on
Sunday in the season finale
at Anaheim Stadium
"I FEEL 111 have to
strike out 10 in Ihe next
name to really have a good
shot Bl it," said Ryan when
talking about the record of
:iH2sel by Hall-of Fame left
hander Sandy Koufax in
"Coining back so early
may hurt me and pitching
against the same club so
close together could work
againsl me The Twins run a
pretty lough line up at you
and they should be getting
used tome."
The 25-year-old Ryan, who
credits the strength of his
legs more than his arm for
the velocity of his fast ball.

HEY
PODNERS!

has worked 315 innings already l-asl year, when he
led the majors with 329
strikeouts in a 19 16 season,
he pitched 284
"I'm fatigued," he said
"I don't think I'm as consistently fast as 1 was earlier in
the season It lakes more
effort to throw a good fast
ball And lately I'm not
getting Ihe curve ball over
as well.
Besides being latigued.
there's nothing wrong with
me

"I GAVE up 13 hits Sun
day bul only one through the
first five innings That s a
sign right there lhat I'm
getting tired
I've never
pitched this many innings
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Winning his 20th game has
enabled Ryan to set his
sights solely on the strikeoul
record
"I look at it like I may
never have another chance
I'm so close and 1 don t want
to wind up two or three
strikeouts short

Tennis
A meeting will be held of
.ill Interested candidates for
Varsity tennis in Room 202.
Memorial Hall. Friday, at
4.00 P M First practice will
be Saturday morning.

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Don't miss Saturday's home football opener vs. Western Michigan, or
any Falcon games at Perry Field this year!
Buy your season tickets NOW at the Memorial Hall Ticket office,
open Monday thru Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and on Saturday
morning from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. Student ticket opportunities for the
west stands are as follows:

BGSU STUDENT SEASON TICKET
BGSU STUDENT SINGLE GAME TICKET
VISITING STUDENT TICKET
ADULT GENERAL ADMISSION

$3.00
1.00
3.00
5.00

IMPORTANT NOTE: Fall quarter validation cards must be presented far
the purchase of all student tickets.
(Basketball & Hockey Tickets Will Go On Sale Oct 8 I

Wednesday is
Dollar Day
CHICKEN PLATTER SPECIAL
(cole slaw & french fries)

and a Coke®
ONLY
$
1.00

GOOD ONLY SEPT. 26

12:00 noon
Gates Open
1:10 p.m.
Band Day Pre-Game Show
1:30 p.m.
KICK0FF!
Student single game tickets ($1.00) will be sold at the
gate, beginning at 12:00 noon. Student season tickets,
however, will not be available.

REG $1.28
SAVE
28«

Roy Rogers
Restaurant

SATURDAY'S FOOTBALL TIME SCHEDULE

^MSTASANT

300 E. Wooster

FOR TICKET INFORMATION AND SPORTS NEWS ALL
THRU THE YEAR, DIAL FALCON SPORTS HOTLINE
372-BGSU
or
2-BGSU

BE THERE ON SATURDAY
Buy Your Tickets NOW!

Kenny White

The 'Say Hey Kid' legend ends
You are never prepared lor the expected nor the
unexpected And with the retirement of Willie Mays Irom
the grand old game, a move thai has been anticipated (or
sometime, the shock still may lake a couple of days to wear
off
Last Thursday, the 42 year old aging superstar, told a
packed news conference in New York that he was bringing
to a close an illustrious 22 year career in a game he has been
an integral parl of since 1951
After 22 years of performing on baseball diamonds, he
concluded his career in the same city where he broke into
the major league's with New York (then IheGianls. now Ule
Mels) Mays and the game ol baseball are synonomous
Nostalgia will I ill the air when baseball and the "Say Hey
Kid" are mentioned f-'ans always will remember Mays'
daring style of baseball which he molded during his career
and the familiar number 24. along with his well-known
trademark basket catches
And oh. how baseball bulls will remember probably one of
the greatest catches during a World Series After a two-year
stint in the Army. Mays returned to the Giants and
contributed well in Ihe win over the Cleveland Indians in the
1954 fall classic
It was Mays who made his incredible over the-shoulder

basket catch of the Indians' Vic Wertz. a 450-foot shot to the
Colo i .runnels bleachers
In his rookie season with the Giants in 1951. Mays was
noted for patrolling Ihe vast Polo Ground acres with speed
and grace One of his memorable catches while playing
cenlerfield was a running catch on Brooklyn's Carl Furillo
in right-center field

the homerun record if he had not been playing in the wind
tunnel tSan Francisco's Candlestick Park)
The icing on the cake a career batting average of
302 along with 3,283 hits which places him seventh on the
all-time list
After being associated with a game for so long, seldom
does an athlete leave without a list of accomplishments
which deems him a true asset to the game

MAYS TOPPED the super catch by making a complete
turn and throwing a perfect strike to home plate, nailing
Billy Cox as he tried to score And plays like this started the
lad from Mobile. Ala. up the ladder of stardom
He could do it all...field, throw, run the bases and hit
Withoot a doubt he could be labeled one of the few complete
baseball players the game has ever seen.
When it came to using the stick. Mays batted over 300 for
seven straight seasons He was named the National
league's Most Valuable Player in 1954 when the Giants won
the world championship Mays also took the top honor again
in 1965
He presently is affixed in third place among the all-time
career lop homerun swatters behind Babe Kuth (7141 and
Hank Aaron 1712) with 660clouts And many baseball people
believe Mays now could be challenging Kuth and Aaron for

MAYS HAS done more for the game of baseball than his
hits, catches, homeruns and his 24 All Star games
appearances indicate
It also can be a tribute that Willie is loved and respected
by people from all walks of life. It is an honor to an athlete
of his caliber to still get a standing ovation from hometown
fans even though he's only batting .211.
Like he said at the news conference. "The body catches up
with you in the long run It's time to get out when the game
.stops being fun. and batting .211 is no fun. I've been in
slumps before and I've always come out of them But not at
42 "
The wonderful one", who started playing ball for the
Birmingham Black Barons in the Old Negro Leagues when
he was 15 years old. probably is the foremost idol of
youngsters wanting to get into the game.

Rested buckeyes
ready for TCU
CHICAGO i A1 • i
Third
ranked Ohio Stale rested
last Satarday, bin Coach
Woody Hayes doubts thai
will benein hii once-tested
loolball squad ag.nnsl Texas
Christian at COIUIMIHIS. Ohio
this Saturday
"We're in real good
physical shape, hut I don I
think the lavoll since oui
opcnei with Minnesota tv.ii

Swami
Bowling Green sports
faas gel ready! The it
lattrioai Swaml It coralag Is Fak-aalaad.
Beghuiag tomorrow
Swaml'n loolball pre
dlcttoai
will
appear
every Thursday la the
News. The tearless plgshfca prognosticate* will
predict Ihe ealceme el
H najar college fastball ga
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weeks
ago is any big
advantage." Hayes told the
Chicago Kootball Writers'
meeting
Tuesday
by
telephone

By Jack O'Bresa
Executive Sports Editor
It's time for Bowling
Green's Mid-American Conference
(MAC)
football
bridesmaids
to
launch
another attempt for Ihe
league title
The initial event will take
place
with
Western
Michigan at 1:30 p.m. Saturday at Doyt L Perry Field
Thus far. BG s 1973 football team has followed suit
with squads of the previous
two seasons The Falcons
won their first two games, a
41-14 trouncing of Syracuse
and a 31-16 triumph over
Dayton
Will this be the year of the
Falcon in the MAC'
Undefeated
Western
Michigan
is
the
first
roadblock for the Falcons to
hurdle The Broncos beat
Central
Michigan.
IH 13.
Long Beach Slate 13-8. and
Northern Illinois. 28-14
Bowling Green holds a 134-2 series advantage over
Western. Last year, the
Broncos scored 13 points in
the final quarter to tie the
Falcons 13-13 at Kalamazoo.
The Broncos lost the last
two
meetings
with
the

THE THKORY is thai a
team
usually makes its
biggeal
Improvement
between its lirst and second
games ol the season That
means we have to keep an
edge IIM two weeks
Hayes,
whose
wellmanned
Buckeyes rolled
over Minnesota in thou Big
Ten opener 5b 7 on Sept 15,
has been known to regard
non conlerence
opposition
lightly
I'll tell you we re paying
attention to a non-conic r e n c e
team
this
Saturday." said
Hayes.
'Texas Christian may be the
Ix-sl team in the Southwest

Conference." TCU opened
with a 49 la rout of TexasArlington last week.
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second haH action of Sunday's game between Ihe Browns
FrilKtrntinn

an

^ Sienleis at Three Rivers Stadium in Pittsburgh. The
rugged Pittsburgh defense completely stymied Phippt and his
Cleveland teammates, who saw their record drop to 1-1 after
the 33-6 defeat suHered at the hands of the title-seeking
Steelers.

The BG Neyvg*

O PORTS
Wednesday, September 26, 1973

Sports World
Atlanta Braves' slugger llaak Aaron, who last week said
that in spile of being within two home runs of llabe Kuth s
all-time career record of 714 home runs endorsements
certainly aren't flooding at my lent", has been signed by the
William Morris AgeOC) In New York The company has
Mark Spitz and Secretariat among its clienLs llaminenn
Hank also emphasized that at the end ol the current baseball
campaign he is going fishing and nobody will be able to find
him
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MAC honors two
COLUMBUS (API - Kent
State
quarterback
Greg
Kokal and Miami Ohio Defensive end Bill Blind have
been named Ihe Mid Amen
can
Conference
(MAC I
offensive and
Defensive
Players of the Week for

Iheir roles in
loolball games

Saturday I

KOKAL hit on 14 straight
passes, including two for
touchdowns as he led Ihe
defending MAC champions
to a 35 7 victory at Ohio University

Nate signs
long-term pact
JOHN HIL1.KH sel a major league baseball record with
his 38th save of the season last Friday night as the Detroit
Tigers beat the Boston Bed Sox 5 I
trUarlerback JceNamath. Ule New York Jets' injury prone
superstar sulfered a shoulder separation ol his right
shoulder in Sunda.. s game against the Baltimore ColLs He
probably will not have lo undergo surgery but is expected to
be sidelined lor most ol the 1973 season
BUIte Jeaa King said Monday she will not agree to meet
Hobby Higgs again in a rematch of the Battle of the Sexes
She will devote her time to improving and promoting the
game in other areas-the right way
Intty Riggs on the other hand, scrapped plans to jump off
the London Bridge this week because the water is too
shallow
Will Chamberlain said Monday he will reach a decision
within two or three days on whether he will jump lo the San
Diego
Conquistadors
of
the
American
Basketball
Association I ABA I or remain with the Los Angeles Lakers

Falcons at Perry Field In
fact. Western has won only
two of its last eight league
road contests over the past
four seasons
Halfback
Larry
Cates
provides
the
Broncos'
offensive punch. Cates. a
1*11", 193-pound senior, is a
two-time first team All
MAC
selection
and
Associated Press honorable
mention All American He
gained 90 yards in 17 carries
in last year's BG-Western
contest
Defensively, the Broncos
are
led
by
linebacker
Dominic Riggo A 6'. 214pound senior. Kiggo was a
unanimous
All-MAC
selection and an honorable
mention Associated Pies-.
•Ml American in 1972 He
made eight solo tackles and
assisted on seven others
against the Falcons last
season.
Bowling Green has a solid
running attack last year
tailback Paul Miles and
fullback
Phil
Polak
combined lo grind out 1.807
yards rushing Miles, a 6'.
190-pound senior, ran for
1.024 yards Polak. a 6 , 208
pound senior, bulled for 783
yards

In two games this season.
Miles has gained 162 yards
in
40
carries
while
teammate Polak has 118
yards in 28 attempts
Thus far. the Falcons'
offensive surprise has been
quarterback Held Lamport
who completed 20 of 31
passes for 312 yards and
three
touchdowns
Last
season. Lamport connected
on a mere 28 of 89 losses for
a
315 completion
percentage
Linebacker John \ ilia
piano and lefl tackle Tom
Hall head Ihe Bowling Green
defensive unit
Villapiano
was the Falcons leading
tackier with 160 tackles in
1972 After two games this
season.
Villapiano has
accumulated
41
tackles
Hall,
a 61. 226-pound
senior, was a first learn allleague tackle last year

Lacrosse
As
srgaalsallaaal
meeting lor all those interested la playlag lacrosse will be tonight al
7:M p.m.. t« Educatleu Bldg.

A dejected Mika Phippt discovert how opposing dofonsos con
moke Ida miwroble for on NFl quarterback as he rests during
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.-J TEARS in his eyes and a lump in his throat. Mays
said good-bye to the game that made bun great He had
reached the end of the road to a long exciting era-his eraand Father Tune was making it difficult for him to continue
"Maybe I'll cry tomorrow or the next day Bui not today.
because I have too many friends in this room ipress
conlerence) to (eel sad." he said
He also expressed that he has had a love affair with
baseball and now they must part And with that the curtains
which uncovered a star finally brought a close to the
performance of a tremendous player
Here's one last good-bye to the "Say Hey Kid" truly one
of the games greatest

« Falcons launch 1973
j* conference title quest

Major league slate
\MI- till \\
K..I
\ Baltimore
Boston
Detroit
New N till.
Milwaukee
Cleveland

His charm, grace, character and style have been pluses in
the game be loved and played so well in his long, fabulous
career.
It's nothing to see a youngster on the sandlots imitating
Mays in dress, on the bases or even attempting the famous
basket catch.
A legend who can go down in the annals of baseball s
greatest chapters. Mays electrified the crowd every lime he
stepped onto the field. He will be further recognized when
Hall of Fame voting is held five years from now

KANSAS CITY (API - The Kansas City Omaha Kings
announced Friday Ihe signing of guard Nate Archibald to a
seven year contract they claimed makes him history's
highest paid athlete, but they declined to hint at the amount
The 6-1.160-pound Archibald, who led Ihe National Basket
ball Association in scoring with 2.718 points last year,
reportedly has been paid a six-figure salary in each of his
three years with the Kings
There was no indication of the terms of Ihe contract
announced Friday by Joe Aielson. Kings general manager
and Archibald at a news conference Some speculation was
it called for more than 8450.000 annually
The highest annual pay given a professional athlete
probably is Ihe $1 million to Pele. the Brazilian soccer
player Muhammad Ah and Joe Frazier each received some
12.5 million for their heavyweight fight March 8. 1972
Archibald, a graduate of the University of Texas-El Paso,
told newsmen the contract included provisions for support
of the youthful basketball teams he coaches during the offseason

Tbe6'2", 178-pound Euclid
sophomore wound up with
207 passing yards and 36
more on the ground as Ihe
Mashes pushed their 1973
record to 20
BLIND. IT', 210-pound
senior from Norton forced
two
Purdue
fumbles.
deflected a pass and sacked
Ihe Boilermaker quarterbacks tour times Miami
upset Purdue 24-19

Landry nails 100th
DALLAS (AP) - After a
slow start with an expansion
team.
Dallas Cowboys
Coach Tom Landry has
captured his 100th National
Football League coaching
victory against a team much
luxe the one he started with
13 years ago
Dallas' 40-3 thrashing of
the New Orleans Saints
before a naional television
audience
Monday
night
pushed Landry into an elite
group with nine other NFL
coaches who have won 100
games or more.
"It's quite a milestone lo
reach." Landry said after

accepting a victory cake and
the game ball from veterans
Lee Roy Jordan and Bob
Lilly "I'm just glad to be
around that long."
LANDRY shared
the
billing on the cake lettering
with Lilly, the only active
Cowboys who has been a
player with Ihe team aa long
as Landry has been coach.
The Cowboys started from
scratch as an NFL entry in
1960, and Landry went 0-11-1
wild a squad of rookies and
rejects from other learns
His teams steadily lm
proved from there, but won

Quote....
Don Neblen. Bowling Green Slate University's head
football coach, was explicit in his response to a reporter who
asked him to predict the score of last week's Dayton game
At that weekly press conference, Nehlen said: "Coaches
that predict scores don't last too long and I don't want to be
a car salesman-1 want to be a coach "

Harriers dumped
Eastern Michigan's onetwo-three punch of Gordon
Minty, Nick Ellis and Dave
Burkharl was too much lor
Bowling Green and Ball
State to handle, as the
Huron- won a double-dual
met last Saturday on the
BGSC golf course
The Hurons defeated the
Falcons. 20-37. while the
Cardinals of Ball State
outran BG. 21-38 Eastern
also defeated BSU. 23-32
As a new Mid American
Conference entry. Eastern
Michigan will be one of the
favorite to lake Ihe con-

ference championship when
Ihe 10-school league meets
at Ohio Univdrsity on Nov.
3
The Falcon harriers, riddled with injury throughout
ihe past week, placed only
two men in the top 10.
CRAIG
MACDONALD,
the Falcons 1973 captain and
last year's most valuable
runner, finished sixth with a
26:06 lime for the five-mile
run. Tom Preston finished
seventh, two seconds behind
Macdonald
Freshman Mike Ruffato
finished strong for BG.

taking 12th place with a
26:36 time
Sidelined by injuries was
three-year letterman Rick
Schnittker
while
Bruce
Vermilyea and Dan McFar!and did not finish Ihe race
due to minor injuries they
received in training
The Falcon harriers, now
1-2 this season, take on Big
Ten
champion
Indiana
Saturday for BG's final
home
meet
Last
year
the
Falcons
defeated
the
Hoosiers.
20-29.
-GARFIELD

only 18 games the next four
years During the last seven
seasons
however
Dallas
woo 80 games, better than 11
per year
"In winning 100 longevity
is more important than anything.
Landry said
"I'm
glad the owners stack with
me through the lean years
and gave me the opportunity
to win."
The Saints, who have lost
their first two games by a
total of 92 points, have a new
coach. John North, with
whom l-andrx identifies
He's got a lough go ahead
of him." Landry said of
North
1 went through the
same thing
But if the
owners have confidence in
hun and he gets some more
players, he could do it iwin
1001 too " Landry has seen
two big highlights in his
coaching career
"OF COURSE, one is the
Super Bowl win in 1970." he
said,
and then there was
1966 when we turned ihe
corner and became a good
team."
That year started a streak
of
seven
playoff
appearances
for
(he
Cowboys that Landry hopes
to add to this year
For the first tune in
several years. Washington
and not Dallas was the
favorite to capture (he
National Conference East
Division title, but St Louis
upset
of
the Redskins
Sunday puts a new light on
the season, according to
Landry
"Belon
Sunday. Washington looked like they were
unbeatable, but their game
proved that all 26 teams can
beat each other,"' be said

